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11 March 2004 and its aftermath 


Eduardo V. Raldúa Martín 
Head of Security and Maintenance – National Library of Spain 


 
 


1. Terrorist attack 11 March 2004 


 The 11th March 2004, terrorist attack in Madrid provoked indignation and atonishment at 


the Spanish National Library as well as other terrorist attacks. This situation was very painful for us 


because three of our colleagues were killed. 


 Fascinated for the apocaliptic ideas, the killers obtained some of theirs macabre aims, as to 


kill innocent travellers, to shock and to afraid the population, and to turn themselves into supposed 


martyrs. 


 Unlike other terrorists, they did not seek to become interlocutors of any negotiation. With 


their religious fanaticism, their ethnocentrism and their schatological vision of the life, they try to 


break the ties between two cultures, whose members are strangers in some aspects but not so 


different. 
 


2. Actions taken at the Spanish National Library 


 For forty years, terrorism has been present in the daily life of Spaniards, involving changes 


in the security of many buildings, for example the Spanish National Library. We set up metal 


detectors, x-ray for luggage, CCTV, and others devices in order to offset possible attempts and to 


decrease damages. A good idea because a few years later a terrorist group threatened the chairman. 


Therefore, 11 March 2004 didn’t mean any significant change in security for the Spanish National 


Library. 
 


3. The changes in the security of the Spanish National Library 


 Meanwhile, a new chairwoman was appointed on May 2004 in the National Library, and she 


fixed new aims. For example, to open doors to a major number of citizens and to increase cultural 


events, without diminishing the security. Therefore we implemented a discreet security that tries to 


avoid any sign of hostility towards visitors and it consists essentially in: 
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 To give a more pleasant aspect to the spaces with electronic devices, covering 
them with white panels and different drawings about Rembrandt or Don Quixote. 


 To decrease the number of security guards with handguns and to promote the cctv 
system. 


 To train security guards in order to offer a quality service. That is, to decrease the 
routine of their activities and to become good watchers, and so, to promote good 
interpersonal relations amongst library staff, customers and security guards, but 
without forgetting their tasks. With this we have reduced to minimum the number 
of complaints to our Area. A correct and exemplary bosses’ behaviour is as well 
essential to offer quality service. 


 And to strengthen the trust between security guards and the National Library 
staff. It costs time, but we get greats results because we can improve our security 
system. 


 


4. Latest experiences 


 Some months later, we found a bag with a few books in the National Library garden. At 


first, we thought that someone forgot it, but after the x-ray control, we watched an opened envelope 


which contained two shuts envelopes with strange material. 


 On the first one, we could read “for life” and on the second one “for death”. My face 


changed. 


 We remembered what happened in USA with anthrax and then, we called police. But at this 


moment, we didn’t have enough rational cues to evacuate the Library. 


 Later, the police confirm us that there was no danger. In the envelopes there only were small 


burnt papers. This situation probably originated by someone mad made me think about the great 


vulnerability of the National Library and the society face terror. 
 


5. Risk analysis 


 Today religious fanaticism is linked to violence. The aim of religious fanatic attacks are 


frequently politic, economic, military and also cultural. You might remember when Talibans 


destroyed two big statues of Bhuda in Afghanistan (Bamiyan) few years ago, because they thought 


that pre-islamic art is an offence to Islam. 


 Books, as cultural memory, are also at risk if fanaticism is present. Books mean frequently a 


personal enrichment, but for some people, including theocracy and dictatorship, books are a source 


of contamination and perversion. Therefore, books are burnt frequently as a purification act. 
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 In any religion, fundamentalism or fanaticism could emerge. Catholicism has fundamentalist 


supporters, Protestants have fundamentalists too, Judaism has ultra orthodox believers, and even 


Hinduism has a belligerent faction. But today, Islamic fanaticism is in the spotlight. Remember 


New York, Madrid and London attacks. 


 Fanaticism and terrorism attacks are a major risk today in the world, so to gain the victory 


against them, we need to fight it with special forces, but we mustn’t forget to reform social, 


economic, politics and cultural systems because it is the best way to get a democratic government 


and get respect for life in many countries. 


 If the international situation doesn’t change, are the Libraries in danger? In our country, 


violent groups burnt few bookshops a long time ago because their owners sold books of different 


ideology. 


 It’s possible that someone might plan an attack against Libraries. If your Library decides an 


exhibition of religious taboo, therefore it will represents more risks and the current security of your 


Library, I am sure, will be insufficient. 


 


 Thank you for your attention. 
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Presentation of the survey


• A survey of organization structures (20 questions)
• In a representative group of LIBER Libraries


drawn from across Europe
76 libraries from 32 countries


• Initiated and analyzed by the LMA Division’s 
committee and a colleague of the BnF, allocating
groups of countries between them, with the very
important help of the French school of
librarianship
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Goals


• Compare organization and service 
arrangements in a range of libraries


• Gain an understanding of changes in 
recent years, as evidenced by the
organization charts


• Analyze trends in the evolution of
organizations, rather than arriving at firm
quantifiable findings concerning change
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Why have organization charts been
updated ?


• Due to reforms in many libraries during the last 3 
years or plans in the near future


• Due to the modification of existing services 
and/or introduction of new ones
– To simplify the organization, making it more efficient 


and flexible → levels of responsibility clearly identified
– To create –or improve- a global policy of services
– To organize new services, especially IT and digital 


services
– Or, budget cuts
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What changes have been made ?


• MERGING of functional units especially
technical services


• CREATION of functional units
• CREATION of cross functional responsibilities
• RESTRUCTURING the management team


– Number of decision levels, fields of responsibility, 
ways of managing new activities


• Better INTEGRATION of collaboration with
branch libraries


Major changes are for user services
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User services


Creation of new services or significant changes : a vast
range !
• Development of on site services, for ex. changes in the
information for users « changing reading rooms into
learning centers »
• Major development of e-resources


– Online access to all catalogues
– Linking technology for periodicals
– Institutional repositories and open access


• Online access
– New digitized sections of the holdings of the libraries
– Portals, for various e-resources of one library as well as for a 


network of libraries
– Virtual reference services : in place or planned
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- Geography
- Impact on staff structure


Different locations across Europe display different
levels of e-service adoption
• The Netherlands and the Nordic countries are 
ahead in electronic services
• In Eastern Europe, new services are introduced
on the back of existing library systems
• Staff structure :


– Specialization
– Coordination
– Integration
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Findings regarding web activities


• Usually there is a specific web group maintaining
a web presence


• Web activities can also be integrated in the IT 
department or be outsourced (in a few cases)


• Creating content is a broader activity :
– Almost all departments (with subject specialists…)
– A group of people representing different library


activities (for different parts of the web site)
• Links with the parent institution (case of


university libraries)
– Direct links between library and university web sites
– Integration into the university website
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Findings regarding the digital library (1)


• Specific units have been created, examples :
– « Department for digital development and production » (KB –


Denmark)
– « E-Library Development Office » (N & UL of Slovenia)
– « Department of Restoration and Digitisation » (NL of Latvia)
– « Department of the creation of virtual library (NL of Lithuania)
Many libraries answer « new units » without giving their name


• Sometimes one person :
– Electronic resources manager (N & UL of Iceland)
– Electronic resources librarian (Vrije UL Brussels)


• Or development of the IT department
– « Directorate for informatics » (National Széchényi Library,  


Hungary)
– « IT Unit » (Tilburg NL)
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National Library of Scotland
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National and University Library of Slovenia
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Findings regarding the digital library (2)


• New functions attached to « classical »
services
→ digital activities shared


- Most of the time : IT and Preservation departments
- Often in conjunction with : acquisitions, periodicals, 


special collections departments or services
- Sometimes : reference, public services


• To work well, a collaborative approach
between all the services is required


• Outsourcing of some services
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Findings regarding the digital library (3)


• Which units deal with digital issues ?
– « Several » ; « almost any activity of the


library » ; « all the services »


– Combinations :
IT and
Preservation
(NL-Norway)


IT Preservation
Acq - Lib -
Management
(Bern Switz)


Periodicals
Automation
Reference
(Bilkent Turkey)


Periodicals
Public Services
IT Service
(Sorbonne France)


National Lib. Div.
University Lib. Div.
Computing & Processing
Digitization & web
(Aarhus Denmark)


Conservation
Computer Dep.
Special Coll. Dep.
(Warsaw Univ. Lib.)


Special Coll. 
Acq.
Cataloguing
IT Dep.
(Luzern Switz)


Special Coll.
Acq.
Preservation
(St Petersburg)
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Trends in acquisitions 
and collection development


• Important and increasing role of e-resources
• Open access (mostly in university libraries)


– All libraries try to offer free access to e-resources, as 
far as is legal


– e-publishing and electronic archiving start to be
developed


• Consortial arrangements
– All university libraries have established consortia, 


usually at a national or a regional level
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Human Resource Management Innovation & Development


Management Support


ICT Infrastructure


Building Maintenance


Facilities


Public Services / Central Library


Public Services / Branch Libraries


Information Services & Marketing


Public Services


Acquisitions & Document Processing


Collection Storage & Management


Technical Library Services Electronic Publishing & 
Archiving Services


University librarian


Utrecht University Library
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What is the evolution of legal deposit ?


• Legal deposit
– Nearly all national libraries have legal deposit, 


generally of all material
– The place of e-resources in legal deposit is growing, 


(differing situations according to countries)
• Digital legal deposit


– takes place in different ways in different
organizations, ex. : 


• A general legal deposit section
• Cross functional activity between different sections
• Planned or implemented web legal deposit services
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Findings concerning
Human Resources


• The organization of responsibility for human
resources reflects library size
– Director directly responsible when staff <50 full time 


equivalent or helped by an administration officer or 
deputy director (<50-200 fte)


– Special head of administration and personnel    
(<50-200 fte)


– Separate HR department or staff in the largest 
libraries ( >200 fte)


• The type of library is also significant 
– National libraries tend to have a HR manager
– In University libraries HR can be managed in 


cooperation with university HR management
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Findings concerning
Human Resources (2)


Trends :
• Professional centralized responsibility for 


all aspects of HR
• Delegation of some well defined aspects 


of HR responsibility to department leaders
• Rare :


– Consultant involvement
– Outsourcing HR management
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Findings concerning
Information literacy & research


• Teaching information literacy : geographical
differences


• Emphasis on online services and e-resources
• Differences in the integration of information 


literacy in the university’s curricula due to 
administrative and financial difficulties


• Support of research in library and information 
sciences by members of the staff
– Biggest university libraries and national libraries


support library relevant research
– Individual initiatives
– Policy questions
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Contrasts between national libraries
and university libraries


The survey gives indications about major 
trends according to the type of library.
• National libraries


– They place stress on the national collections and
heritage material. Legal deposit is very important ; 
consequences on : storage, preservation, web legal
deposit for national memory, high percentage of
original cataloging …


– They have often a larger size → a more developed
hierarchy, specific HR entity, diversification of
services (ex. : library strategy and planning…)


– Benchmarking and performance measurement more 
important
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Contrasts between national libraries
and university libraries (2)


• University libraries
– Links with the mother institution : IT, web activities


HR, law, accounting …
– Networking : branch libraries ; consortial acquisitions 


arrangements
– E-resources : development of open access, of e-


publishing and archiving (theses)
– Role of learning and research : information literacy
University libraries are close neighbours to the bulk of their users


• A significant number of respondents are both
national and university libraries
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Before / After : 3 examples


• Tilburg University Library (NL)
– Integration of Library, IT services and the


Media Center
• The Royal Library (DK)


– Merging of the National Library of Denmark
and Copenhagen University Library


• Ghent University Library (Belgium)
– A completely different structure after a radical 


reorganization
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Organogram Library Tilburg University 2005


Director


Deputy 
Director


Deputy 
Director


Head
Help desk and 
User Services


Head
Collection Management


Head 
Faculty Support /


Information Services


Head
Digital Services


Librarian Brabant 
collection


Supporting 
staff
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Organisation chart Library- and IT Services 
Tilburg University


Director


Deputy Director IT Deputy Director User Services


Staff Manager Controller


Security Officer


Unix


IT Development


Office Automation


Networks and Telephony


Application Services Management


IT User Services


Teaching and Learning Support


Research Support


Collection Management


Brabant Collection


Library User Services


Innovation Officer
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The Royal Library - Copenhagen
Organisation 2005
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Director General
• Staff


The National Library 
of Denmark


Copenhagen University 
Library


Administration and 
Corporate Services


• Staff
• Administration
• Building Services


• Staff


• Copenhagen University Library South


• Copenhagen University Library City


• Copenhagen University Library North


• Acquisitions


• User Services (Nørre Allé)


• User Services (Slotsholmen)


• Staff


• Legal Deposit


• Special Collections:
• Manuscripts and Rare Books
• Maps, Prints and Photographs
• Music and Theatre 
• Oriental and Judaica Collection


• Cultural Activities


• Preservation


• Digital Preservation


• Research


IT Services
• Information Technology
• Digital Development and Production


• Security
• Logistics 


The Royal Library
The National Library of Denmark and Copenhagen University Library
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University Library Ghent
Old structure
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University Library Ghent
New structure (2004)
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Welcome from the President of LIBER 
As president of LIBER I am 
pleased to welcome colleagues 
from all over Europe to the 35th 
Annual General Conference in 
Uppsala. LIBER has, judging 
from the records, never met in 
Sweden, although a former vice 
president back in the 1980s, 
Thomas Tottie, was the director 
of Uppsala University Library. 
Thomas Tottie is now retired, 
but he is participating in our con-
ference in this, his old library. 


I am particularly pleased to be 
able to welcome not only many 
familiar colleagues, but also 
many new members and partic-
ipants from all over Europe. I 
also warmly welcome guests 


from other organisations, partners, and sponsors, who all support the work of LIBER in 
many different ways.  


The meeting place of this year is the oldest university in the Nordic countries, founded in 
1477, just two years ahead of my own in Copenhagen. We are meeting for reconsideration 
and rethinking of strategies and choices within the university and research library field under 
the provocative theme Turning the Library Inside Out. The challenges of the evolving digital 
society, with access to digital information within research and learning at a level, speed, and 
range not hitherto seen in the history of libraries, universities, and societies, are not only 
causing problems and difficulties, but also offer new opportunities to libraries and their 
users. In less than a decade, the agenda and priorities have changed. Today, the digital use of 
many libraries is greater than the physical, and most libraries are digitally managed to a high 
degree. What are the consequences? What shall our strategies be in the future? I very much 
hope that this conference will contribute to transferring and sharing knowledge, experiences, 
and news of relevance for our future work in a European and global perspective. 


The purpose of LIBER as stated in the Statutes adopted in Göttingen in July 1994 is: 
‘LIBER represents and promotes the interests of research libraries in Europe. The general 
aim of LIBER is to assist research libraries in Europe to become a functional network across 
national boundaries in order to ensure the preservation of the European cultural heritage, to 
improve access to collections in European research libraries, and to provide more efficient 
information services in Europe’. 


Three years ago LIBER developed this theme into a new ‘Vision for LIBER’s Strategy 
2003–2006’, which was published during the 32nd Annual General Conference in Rome. 
Since then, the Executive Board has continued to investigate and consider the future role and 
activities of LIBER, and the possible financial implications of the different options. This 
year we present the paper ’A New Profile for LIBER’ that will form the basis for the main 
discussion on the future at the 35th Annual General Assembly. 


LIBER plans to develop its activities for the benefit of its members and of research 
libraries in general in the following key areas: 
• scholarly communication 
• digital library services 
• library management 
• services and facilities for members 
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To further this programme, a number of activities and services have already been organised 
since the 2005 Annual General Conference and more are being planned. A new membership 
category is also being proposed. We hope that our members will agree with us about the 
choices that have to be made in order to develop LIBER as the leading research library 
organization of Europe. 


Our Main Sponsors – OCLC PICA and ProQuest Information and Learning – and our 
Sponsors – Endeavor Information Systems Inc., Euromonitor International, Belser Wissen-
schaftlicher Dienst, and Jouve – are all major contributors to the success of our conferences 
and other activities. I would like to address special thanks to this year’s Conference Partners 
and firms – OCLC PICA, ProQuest, Jouve, ExLibris, and Jstor. On behalf of LIBER, I wish 
to extend our deep appreciation of their interest and support.  


However, no conference can ever be a success without a dedicated host. I want to thank 
the University Librarian, Professor Ulf Göranson, and his staff of Uppsala University 
Library for planning and preparing this conference. Especially, I should like to draw 
attention to the very fine conference web site, and recognise the professionalism of the work 
of the library staff.  


Uppsala is an old historic town a little north of Stockholm, the capital of Sweden. As a 
fairly small town it is to a high degree dominated by the university and the large cathedral, 
both dating back to the Middle Ages, and giving the town a particular charm.  It is, too, 
situated in a very interesting part of the country, one of the old core parts of Sweden that 
eventually developed into the great country of today.  I hope that you will find some time to 
explore this aspect too. I wish all participants a fruitful and enjoyable conference.  


Erland Kolding Nielsen 
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Welcome from Uppsala University Library 
It is indeed a great honour to host LIBER’s 35th 
Annual General Conference. During the ten 
years I have had the pleasure of attending the 
conferences, we have met both in major 
European capitals and in university cities. For 
the extra-conferential activities of the partic-
ipants, the meeting places present very different 
settings. The facts that the Swedish academic 
semester ends already in early June and the 
general vacation period in this country is July 
tends to give Uppsala a slight touch of desertion 
in the week that LIBER traditions call us all to 
convene. However, I am sure that the cordial 
and friendly spirit we always feel during a 
LIBER Conference will be as prevalent here as 
at any other European venue. For our many 
football fans – certainly none of them hooligans 
in an august gremium as LIBER – we will have 
the same situation as in Paris in 1998: the semi-
finals will be played during our Conference. We 
will see if any of the Nations represented here 
will have cause, like the French then, to take to the streets in order to celebrate a victory. 
Others may prefer the University Museum or the Exhibition Hall of the Library which are 
free for the Conference participants. 


As our President generously has recognised in his preceding Welcome Address, Uppsala 
is an ancient seat of learning. Soon after King Gustavus Adolphus’ foundation of its Library 
in 1620, began a period of rapid expansion, with the help of substantive grants, in all fields 
of teaching and research. A sound economy was in centuries passed, as it is today, a basic 
necessity for academic success. Uppsala has managed to combine an illustrious history with 
a continuous search for new endeavours. The Library with its massive holdings of cultural 
heritage material plays a similar role in meeting the needs of the digital era and 
simultaneously maintaining traditional services. It is my wish that you will bring back from 
this week remembrances of both old and new efforts in our library activities as a background 
to the intriguing papers and communications which form the core of a LIBER Conference. 


No conference can be held without the support of benevolent sponsors. I am very grateful 
to them all and wish especially to thank The National Library of Sweden and the National 
Librarian Dr. Gunnar Sahlin for a generous grant. The President of the University and the 
Governor of the Uppsala Region show their generosity by inviting us to receptions. 
Companies and library institutions have sponsored meals, refreshments and other necessary 
practical parts of the conference. They are mentioned at the back of this programme. We had 
a very successful session at Groningen last year, and I wish to recognise the assistance of my 
colleague Alex Klugkist who gave us full access to several files and examples he and his 
team produced. 


A warm thank-you is also directed to our conference bureau Akademikonferens, the staff 
of which have shown great efficiency and patience with numerous changes up to the last 
minute. Finally, I am most grateful to a large number of staff of the Library who have taken 
part in, facilitated and supported the preparations and completion of the undertaking to 
receive in Uppsala so many and such important librarians from all over Europe. 


Ulf Göranson 
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Elected 2004 
 
Preservation 
Ms Helen Shenton  
The British Library 
96 Euston Road 
London NW1 2DB, United Kingdom 
Phone: +44 207 412 7594. Fax: +44 207 412 7778. Email: helen.shenton@bl.uk  
Elected 2003 
 
Development Director 
Professor Raf Dekeyser 
Campusbibliotheek Arenberg 
de Croylaan 6 
BE-3001 Heverlee, Belgium 
Phone: +32 16 328 140/496 979 182. Fax: +32 16 328 171. Email: raf.dekeyser@bib.kuleuven.be 
 
Adviser to the Executive Board  
Dr. Ann Matheson, Honorary Member of LIBER 
Yewbank 
52 Liberton Brae 
Edinburgh EH16 6AF, United Kingdom 
Phone: +44 131 664 2717. E-mail: a.matheson@tinyworld.co.uk 


LIBER Secretariat 
Susan Vejlsgaard 
Det Kongelige Bibliotek (Royal Library)  
P.O. Box 2149  
DK-1016 Copenhagen K, Denmark 
Phone: +45 33 93 62 22. Fax: +45 33 91 95 96. E-mail: sv@kb.dk  
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Conference Programme 
Venue: Hall X, Uppsala University Main Building 
(unless otherwise stated) 


Tuesday 4 July 2006 
12.00 Conference registration 


14.00 Pre-conference: Digital library 
developments  
Chair: Hans Geleijnse, Vice-President of 
LIBER, who gives a short introduction 


14.05 Jean-Noël Jeanneney, President of the 
 Bibliothèque nationale de France 
  The European digital library: Where 
  do we stand? 
14.45 Ronald Milne, Acting Director of Library 


Services, University of Oxford, 
 The Google Library Project at Oxford  


15.30 Short break 
15.45 Javier Hernandez-Ros, Head of Unit “Information Market”, European Commission 


 The “i2010: Digital Libraries” Initiative 
16.30 Discussion 
17.00 End of Pre-conference 


18.00 Conference Opening Ceremony  
 Welcome by Professor Ulf Göranson, Director of Uppsala University Library 
 Opening Speech by Professor Anders Hallberg, Rector Magnificus (President)  


 of Uppsala University 
 Reply by Erland Kolding Nielsen, President of LIBER 
 Keynote Speech by Göran Lambertz, Chancellor of Justice of Sweden  


 Libraries and freedom of speech and expression  


19.00 Reception  
given by the President of Uppsala University in the Chancellors’ Hall and Faculty 
Rooms of the University Main Building 


Wednesday 5 July 2006 
9.00 Product review 
 Tamar Sadeh, Ex Libris 
  Primo: the Ex Libris solution for resource discovery and delivery 


9.30 Session 1: When the world turns upside down  
Chair: Helen Shenton, The British Library 


 Liz Chapman, University College London  
 7 July 2005 and its aftermath 


 Eduardo V. Raldúa Martín, Biblioteca Nacional de España 
 11 March 2004 and its aftermath 
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10.50  Photo Session, followed by coffee/tea  
11.30 Sarah Staniforth, The National Trust, UK 


 The impact of climate change on historic libraries 
 Christiane Baryla, IFLA Preservation and Conservation Programme 


 Flood prevention and protection at the Bibliothèque nationale de France 
 Panel discussion 
13.00 Lunch at Saluhallen, 1st floor, St. Eriks torg 
14.00 Divisional Meeting: Preservation Division 


14.30 Session 2: The brave new world 
Chair: Paul Ayris, University College London 


 Michael Jubb, Research Information Network, UK 
 The research information infrastructure: Key issues and challenges for 
 researchers, research funders, and information service providers (incl. libraries) 
Eva Müller, Electronic Publishing Centre, Uppsala University Library 
 E-theses and the Nordic e-theses initiative and the impact of the joint  
 work on the role of the Library 


15.30  Coffee/tea  
16.00 Monica Segbert, eIFL 


 The brave new global activities of eIFL.net 
 Alma Swan, Independent Consultant, UK 


 What's new in Open Access worldwide? 
17.00 Divisional Meeting: Access Division 


19.00 Reception 
given by the Governor of the Uppsala Region Anders Björck  
at Uppsala Castle (Entrance A) 


 
 


 


 


 


 
 
Thursday 6 July 2006  
9.00  Product Reviews 


Austin McLean, ProQuest 
 Open-access dissertation and thesis publishing from ProQuest:  
 a new publishing option explained 


 Stephanie Krueger, JSTOR 
 JSTOR: Past, present and future 
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9.30 Session 3a: Measuring and improving quality  
Chair: Suzanne Jouguelet, Bibliothèque nationale de France 


 Stephen Town, Cranfield University  
Using LibQUAL+ to measure, compare and improve library quality 


 Kaisa Sinikara, University of Helsinki, with comments from Kai Ekholm and 
Gunnar Sahlin, the Nationals Libraries of Finland and Sweden, respectively 
Evaluation as a tool for developing the quality of academic libraries 


 Helge Salvesen, University of Tromsø 
The quality assurance system for higher education in Norway,  
especially related to library services 


11.00  Coffee/tea  


11.30 Session 3b: Changing library organisations 
 Gitte Larsen, Danmarks Biblioteksskole, Copenhagen 


Preparing for new and changing roles in research libraries  
– the need for continuing professional development 


 François Cavalier, Bibliothèque de l’Université Lyon1, and 
Daniel Renoult, Inspection générale des bibliothèques, Paris 
 Organization moving in French academic libraries 


 Suzanne Jouguelet, Bibliothèque nationale de France  
 Organizational charts in a selection of LIBER libraries: 
 analysis of current trends 


 Panel session with members of the Division Committee,  
conducted by Bill Simpson, John Rylands University Library, Manchester. 


13.00 Lunch at Svensson’s, Sysslomansgatan/Skolgatan 
14.00 Divisional Meeting: Library Management and Administration Division  


14.30 Session 4: Visibility and accessibility – collection development today  
Chair: Trix Bakker, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam 


 Graham Bulpitt, Kingston University 
The changing landscape of teaching and research 


 Klaus Kempf, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, München 
Vascoda – the German answer to visibility and accessibility in collection development 


15.30 Product Review  
Brigitte Lion, Jouve 
 Jouve: solutions to save, increase the value of and diffuse your patrimonial funds 


15.40 Coffee/tea 
16.00 Gerard van Trier, Koninklijke Bibliotheek, The Hague 


 Permanent access to the record of science – the international role of the e-Depot  
 at the KB, National Library of the Netherlands 


 Janet Lees, Conference Partner OCLC PICA 
 WorldCat Discovery – making libraries more visible and increasing global 
 resource sharing and discovery 


17.00 Divisional Meeting: Collection Development Division  
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Friday 7 July 2006 
09.30  Local session: Co-operation and competition in Sweden between  


the National Library and university libraries 


 Panel discussion, including  
Gunnar Sahlin, National Librarian of Sweden  
Catarina Ericson-Roos, Director of Stockholm University Library 
Ulf Göranson, Director of Uppsala Unviersity Library 


11.00  Coffee/tea  


11.30 Annual General Assembly 
13.00 Lunch at Saluhallen, 1st floor, St. Eriks torg 


14.00 Library visits 


 Cultural Heritage Collection and a tour of the Main Building of Uppsala University 
Library, Carolina Rediviva, Dag Hammarskjölds väg 1 


 Electronic Publishing Centre of Uppsala University, Carolina Rediviva 
 The Library of Economic Sciences, an example of subject oriented branch libraries, 


Ekonomikum, Kyrkogårdsgatan 10 
 Please register on lists at the reception desk 


19.30 Conference dinner  
 Östgöta Student Nation, Trädgårdsgatan 15 


 


 
 
 


 


 
 


 
 The Uppsala Student nations were organised in the mid 17th century, the Nation for 


the Province of Östergötland (Ostrogothia) was founded in 1646. The Nations were 
met by scepticism by the University but were officially recognised in 1663 by giving 
each of them a professor as Inspector. It is still by law compulsory for the students of 
Uppsala and Lund to belong to a Nation. – The present building of Östgöta Nation 
was inaugurated in 1885 by King Oscar II, who as prince was Duke of Östergötland. 


Saturday 8 July 2006  


10.30 Excursion 


 Boat trip from the landing at Östra Ågatan (crossing with Kålsängsgränd) 
to the 17th Century Palace of Skokloster with art and library collections. 


16.15 Arrival by boat in Uppsala 
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Speakers’ profiles and abstracts 


 


Day 1: Tuesday 4 July 


Pre-conference: Digital library developments 
Professor Jean-Noël Jeannenay, President of the 
Bibliothèque nationale de France 
Jean-Noël Jeanneney is a graduate of the École Normale 
Supérieure and a history professor, currently teaching 
contemporary history at the Institute of Political Studies 
in Paris. He has been president of both Radio France and 
Radio France Internationale and twice served as 
Secretary of State. He also headed the mission to 
commemorate the bicentennial of the French Revolution. 
He has been chairman of the Bibliothèque nationale de 
France since March 2002. His published works include 
François de Wendel en République, l'Argent et le pouvoir 
(new edition published by Perrin in 2004); L'Argent 
caché : milieux d'affaires et pouvoirs politiques dans la 


France au XXe siècle (Le Seuil, 1981); Concordance des temps, Chroniques sur l'actualité 
du passé (Le Seuil, 1987 and 1991); Une histoire des médias, des origines à nos jours (Le 
Seuil, 1996, 3rd  edition published in 2000); L'Echo du siècle: dictionnaire historique de la 
radio et de la télévision en France (Hachette Littératures, 1999 and 2001); L'Histoire va-t-
elle plus vite ? Variations sur un vertige (Gallimard, 2001); Le Duel, une passion française 
(Le Seuil, 2004); Clemenceau, portrait d'un homme libre (Mengès, 2005); Quand Google 
défie l'Europe, plaidoyer pour un sursaut (Mille et une nuits, 2005). 


The European digital library: where do we stand? 
 
 
 


Ronald Milne, Acting Director of Library 
Services, University of Oxford 
Acting Director of Oxford University Library Services and 
Bodley’s Librarian since August 2004. Ronald has had a 
regular career in university libraries in the UK. He has 
worked at the University of London (on the staff of the 
Library Resources Co-ordinating Committee), Glasgow 
University, Trinity College Cambridge and King’s College 
London. Prior to taking up the post of Deputy Director at 
Oxford in November 2002, he was based at the University 
of Edinburgh, where he was Director of the Research 
Support Libraries Programme, a £30M (€45M) initiative 
for UK university libraries funded by the Higher 
Education Funding Councils. Ronald is a member of the 


Board of the Consortium of Research Libraries in the British Isles (CURL), Chair of the 
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UK’s National Preservation Office Board and Vice-Chair of the Digital Preservation 
Coalition. He also assumes overall responsibility for Oxford’s participation in the Google 
Library Project. 


The Google Library Project at Oxford 
For most of the 400 years of the Bodleian Library’s existence, users have had to travel to 
Oxford to use its collections. In recent years, Oxford has undertaken a number of focused, 
‘boutique’ digitisation projects. Now, as a partner in the Google Library Project, an immense 
range of scholarly and other 19th century out-of-copyright library materials from the 
Bodleian’s collections will be digitised en masse and will be made freely available over the 
Internet to anyone who has Web access. Millions of books and journals in diverse languages 
will be scanned in the course of the Project and the speaker contends that digitisation on such 
a scale represents a revolution in the dissemination of information that may be said to 
parallel the impact of the invention of printing from moveable type in the 15th century. 


 


Javier Hernandez-Ros, Head of Unit “Information 
Market”, European Commission 


The “i2010: Digital Libraries” Initiative 
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Opening Speech and Reception 
Professor Dr. Anders Hallberg, Rector 
Magnificus (President) of Uppsala 
University 
Professor Anders Hallberg is President of 
Uppsala University since 1 July 2006. 
Educated at Lund University, where he 
received a PhD in Chemistry, he holds the 
Chair in Medical Chemistry at Uppsala since 
1990. He was formerly Dean of the Uppsala 
Faculty of Pharmacy and Vice-Chair of the 
Board of the Area of Medicine and Pharmacy, 
in the capacity of which he served for a three 
year period as a member of the Library 
Board. Prior to his academic career Professor 


Hallberg was Head of the Chemistry Division at the pharmaceutical company Astra (now 
AstraZeneca) in Lund.  


Professor Hallberg has received several prestigious scientific awards and been a visiting 
researcher and professor at universities in the United States. He has published more than 230 
scientific papers. His research covers organic synthesis and the development of new medical 
drugs curing infectious disease such as HIV/AIDS, HCV, and malaria. In 2006, he received 
the Best Teacher Award from the Pharmaceutical Student Union at Uppsala University. 
Professor Hallberg has held several positions of trust within grant-giving institutions such as 
the Swedish Natural Science Research Council and the Swedish Research Council. He is a 
member of several academies and learned societies and an honorary member of the Småland 
Student Nation at Uppsala. 


Uppsala University greets LIBER 
A warm welcome to all of you to Uppsala and to Sweden. A modern university cannot fulfil 
its prime tasks – research and education – by looking backwards and gain recognition in 
international scholarly circles by referring to its proud and eventful history. The excellence 
every seat of learning strives to obtain must be fought for in the present. It is evidenced only 
by its results, produced by students and scholars, measured by international standards, and 
proved by building new knowledge for the future. However, centuries of learned work must 
not pass unnoticed. It forms a firm foundation and adds to the attractions for those who 
belong to the University and those who come in contact with it through exchange and co-
operation programmes or conferences. 


An irreplaceable – and to many of us irresistible – part of the University is its Library. To 
make it function properly we must have a staff of professionals under the managerial 
guidance by colleagues like you.  


Your conference covers many themes. You will return with a fond of inspiration in 
matters like physical and digital preservation, virtual services, access to collections and 
individual material, and co-operation versus competition in the library sphere. I hope that 
you also will bring back a good memory of Uppsala University and its Library as institutions 
where old traditions cordially meet with modern thoughts in the international front-line. 
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Keynote Speech 
Göran Lambertz, Chancellor of 
Justice of Sweden 
After having served as clerk and judge in the 
first instance and appellate courts and as 
lecturer at the Uppsala Faculty of Law, 
Göran Lambertz joined the Ministry of 
Justice, where he dealt with legislation 
within the fields of civil and commercial law, 
finally as Director General for Legal Affairs. 
In 2001 he became Chancellor of Justice, an 
office comprising the functions of State 
attorney, supervisor of authorities, and 
prosecutor in cases concerning freedom of 
speech and expression.  


Lately, Göran Lambertz made headlines stating that policemen sometimes lie in court and 
that some prisoners in Sweden are in fact innocent. He is an honorary member of Östgöta 
Student Nation and lives in Uppsala. 


Libraries and freedom of speech and expression 
Without freedom of speech and expression there can be no true liberty. Freedom to publish, 
to voice an opinion, to give and find information, and to provide it anonymously when 
needed – all those aspects are fundamental to a free democratic society. 


In recent years we have seen freedom of speech and expression being challenged more 
than once. In the sensitive balance between this freedom and the right to a private life, the 
latter has gained important ground in the European Court in Strasbourg. In Denmark a civil 
servant was sentenced to prison after giving secret and embarrassing information on the 
foreign policy of the country to a leading newspaper. And the world has witnessed a violent 
crisis after the publication, with reference to freedom of expression, of drawings of the 
prophet Muhammad. 


Libraries are important players in all this. It is essential that their collections have the 
depth and width necessary to support the quest for freedom of expression as well as the 
intelligent search for a good balance between this freedom and all competing interests. And 
in the world of Internet, libraries may play a key role in one of the most topical issues of 
them all – that of online censorship. 
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Day 2: Wednesday 5 July 


Product review 
Ex Libris 
Tamar Sadeh 


Primo: the Ex Libris Solution for Resource  
Discovery and Delivery 


The expectations and behavior of today’s library users have been 
undergoing a major change with the widespread adoption of Web 
search engines by information seekers, the emergence of new 
players such as Google Scholar and Windows Live Academic in 
the scholarly information-retrieval arena, and the introduction of 


technologies that are Web 2.0 oriented [1]. Addressing these new expectations and the vision 
of libraries portrayed, for example, in reports prepared for the Library of Congress [2] and the 
University of California Libraries [3], the Ex Libris Primo™ solution for resource discovery 
and delivery helps libraries move toward a new-generation, user-centric library experience. 
By decoupling the user experience from back-end systems, Primo optimizes discovery across 
institutional resources—electronic, digital, and print. Built on top of the information 
accumulated by the library community, Primo applies the latest searching paradigms, 
provides new browsing methods, and delivers materials and services at the point of need. A 
key component of the Ex Libris strategy, the Primo software is designed to be integrated into 
existing library environments and to offer patrons a compelling user experience. 
[1] Perceptions of Libraries and Information Resources (2005). A report to the OCLC membership. OCLC Online 
Computer Library Center, Inc., Dublin, Ohio USA.   http://www.oclc.org/reports/2005perceptions.htm 
[2] The Changing Nature of the Catalog and its Integration with Other Discovery Tools. Prepared for the Library 
of Congress by Karen Calhoun, Cornell University Library, March 2006.  
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/calhoun-report-final.pdf 
[3] Rethinking How We Provide Bibliographic Services for the University of California. Prepared by the 
Bibliographic Services Task Force, December 2005. 
http://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/sopag/BSTF/Final.pdf  


Session 1: When the world turns upside down 


Elizabeth Chapman, Deputy Director of Library 
Services, University College London 
Liz Chapman is a Modern Languages graduate from 
Durham University who trained as a Librarian at 
Polytechnic of North London. Her career has been in 
academic libraries ranging from Further Education where 
she also qualified to teach adults, to a new technological 
university, through to Oxford University where she took a 


year out of libraries to be Junior Proctor. Her published work in librarianship is generally in 
the areas of collection development and she has recently updated her textbook on library 
acquisitions management. A Fellow of CILIP, she has been a member of the LA (now 
CILIP) Council and the Statistics Committee of IFLA and is currently Chair of CURL’s 
Resource Management Task Force. She has been a member of various professional editorial 
boards and advisor to publishers and library suppliers. She is currently a member of the 
Advisory Board of a major serials supplier and a founder member of the Fiesole Retreat 
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which brings together publishers, librarians and suppliers. At UCL she has responsibility 
amongst other things for the site libraries which comprise UCL’s multi-site service across 
London and for the subject services provided by teams of specialist librarians. 


7 July 2005 and its aftermath 
The 7 July London bombings and subsequent events in the UK capital provided an unlooked 
for opportunity to consider our procedures in an emergency situation both at the University 
and Library Services level. Knowledge of the planning and resources needed to cope with 
such emergency situations has informed our ongoing review and drawn a distinction between 
this kind of situation and that pertaining in a disaster which threatens materials in libraries 
rather than people. 


Raldúa Martín, Eduardo Vicente, Area Chief, 
The Spanish National Library 
Political Science and Sociology Ph. Doctor, Universidad 
Complutense de Madrid, and Police Science Master, 
Universidad de Salamanca. Main Works Areas are: 
(1980-2006), Public Buildings Security Chief, Sociology 
Senior Professor at Spanish National Police Academy, 
Preventive Criminal Programs Designer, Social Conflicts 
Dealer, Special Security Plans Designer, Criminology 
Professor at Universidad de Salamanca and Security and 
Maintenance  


11 March 2004 and its aftermath 
The 11th March 2004 terrorist attack in Madrid was experienced at the Spanish National 
Library with the indignation and astonishment that other terrorist attacks had been. But this 
case was especially painful for us because three of our colleagues were murdered. The 
perpetrators achieved some of their objectives such as killing innocent workers and shocking 
the population. Nevertheless, as we know, in the last 40 years terrorism has became a daily 
routine in Spanish life. This has involved us implementing security measures ten years ago to 
prevent terrorist attacks and to reduce future casualties. Therefore, the 11th March 2004 has 
not led to us modifying our security measures. However, for the last two years we have 
changed our security system in an attempt to open the Spanish National Library to everyone 
and to introduce discrete security. In addition we have created a new quality programme 
applied to both technical and human resources, in order to generate a better atmosphere 
between the security guards and the staff to improve trust for the benefit of our security. 
 


Sarah Staniforth, Historic Properties Director, 
National Trust, UK 
Sarah Staniforth was appointed Historic Properties 
Director at the National Trust on 1 January 2005. Her 
responsibilities include the management of the sections 
who advise properties on archaeology, building 
conservation, curatorship, conservation of collections and 
gardens and parks. From 2002–2004 she was Head 
Conservator. She joined the National Trust in 1985 as 
Adviser on Paintings Conservation and Environmental 
Control. She read chemistry at Oxford University, studied 
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paintings conservation at the Courtauld Institute of Art and worked in the scientific 
department of the National Gallery from 1980–1985. For many years she has served on the 
Council of IIC (International Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works), 
initially as a Council Member then as Vice-President. She joined the Council of the 
Museums Association in 2005. She is a member of the Westminster Abbey Fabric 
Commission and a Trustee of the Hunterian Museum at the Royal College of Surgeons. She 
has written and lectured extensively on preventive conservation for collections in museums 
and historic houses; some of this work is recorded in the National Trust Manual of 
Housekeeping, which was published in 2005. Her current interests include the sustainability 
of historic houses and the impact of climate change on the historic environment. 


The impact of climate change on historic libraries 
It is now accepted in the majority of countries that climate change is a reality, and that 
without major changes in the way that we use non-renewable energy resources that generate 
carbon dioxide, its effects will accelerate during the 21st century.   Examples of climate 
change that have already occurred in the UK include: 
• the 1990s were the warmest decade since records began 
• earlier onset of spring flowering 
• the growing season has lengthened by about a month since 1900 
• frosts have declined to almost zero in SW England 
• annual summer rainfall has fallen by about 20% since the late 19th century 
• the 4 wettest winters in SW England since records began have been in the last 10 years 
• a larger proportion of winter precipitation falls as heavy rainfall that 50 years ago 
• Britain has become twice as stormy in the last 50 years 
Similar impacts have been recorded in other countries, including severe flooding events in 
Europe, drought in Africa and increased number and severity of hurricanes in the United 
States. 
There are a number of impacts that these changes may have on libraries in historic houses: 
• higher RH levels resulting from flooding (from rivers and streams or from run-off after 


heavy rainfall) 
• higher RH levels resulting from water penetration following heavy rain 
• lower RH levels in hotter, drier summers 
• higher light and UV levels, more sunshine 
• increases in gaseous air pollution levels 
• increases in dust levels 
• shift in habitat range of insect pests 
• increases in numbers of pests 
Whilst the long-term aim should be to mitigate climate change to reduce use of non-
renewable resources, in the short to medium term, managers of libraries need to consider 
ways in which measures to adapt to climate change can be put into practice. 
The impact of climate change on Blickling Hall, Norfolk, built in the 1620s, and which 
contains Sir Richard Ellys’s library from 1745, will be considered and the measures put in 
place to adapt to these changes will be discussed.     
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Christiane Baryla, Bibliothèque nationale de 
France 
Christiane Baryla, General Librarian at the Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, has been Director of IFLA-PAC 
(Preservation and Conservation) Core Activity since 
March 2006.She has been in charge of the Ecole Française 
de Rome Library (1993-2003) and then Director of the 
Interuniversitary Library of Pharmacy (University René-
Descartes Paris V) in Paris (2003-2005). 


Flood prevention and protection at the Bibliothèque nationale de France 
This presentation is the result of co-operation with Gérard Bailly, who was Director of the 
Technical Department at the Bibliothèque nationale de France. The Bibliothèque nationale 
de France is divided into seven geographical sites that have their own mission and 
collections. This paper will focus on the flooding of the Seine river, concentrating on the risk 
of a major incident on the three sites threatened by floods: namely the François-Mitterrand 
site located on the river, the Richelieu site in the centre of Paris and the Bibliothèque de 
l’Arsenal also near the river. These three sites are different in terms of age and geography, 
and would not be affected by the flood in the same way nor at the same time. What are the 
risks of major flood in the Paris basin? We shall mainly examine the risks that are connected 
with a flood that would be more serious than the one in 1910, which is considered as the 
reference. For the team in charge of the BNF security, that kind of flood would result in a 
crisis equivalent to one produced by a terrorist attack. It is important to show that the three 
BNF sites would employ three different modes of crisis management; nevertheless, the 
responses would also be fully co-ordinated. It is notable that this specific crisis would be part 
of a more general situation in Paris. In that case there would be people other than BNF staff 
involved in its management. We shall explain, site by site, how well the buildings are 
protected, or rather to what extent they will be protected ; how the teams are organized and 
what means are used to mitigate against flood damage. We will also examine how the 
disaster might be prevented by the Ville de Paris and Police Administration. Finally we shall 
present how the Disaster Plan set up in Bibliothèque nationale de France would respond to a 
flood disaster. 


Session 2: The brave new world 


Michael Jubb, Director, UK Research 
Information Network 
Dr Michael Jubb is Director of the Research Information 
Network (RIN). Michael has held a variety of posts, as an 
academic; as an Assistant Keeper at the Public Record 
Office; as an official at the Department of Education and 
Science; as Deputy Secretary of the British Academy; and 
as Director of Policy and Programmes, and Deputy Chief 
Executive of the Arts and Humanities Research Board 
(AHRB). He was responsible for much of the work to 
establish the AHRB as a new organisation to support 


research and postgraduate study in the creative and performing arts as well as the humanities. 
He also led the AHRB in its transition in 2004-05 to full Research Council status. In 
February 2005 he left to take on the Directorship of the RIN. This new body has been set up 
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to lead and co-ordinate new developments in the provision of research information for the 
benefit of UK researchers across all disciplines, in science, technology and medicine as well 
as the arts and humanities. 


The research information infrastructure:  
Key issues and challenges for researchers, research funders,  


and information service providers (including libraries) 
This is a deliberately long title for a presentation that will look at the changing technological, 
organisational, political, and economic context in which those bodies that support 
researchers and those that provide information services to them are now operating; and the 
changing needs of researchers themselves.  I shall look at the changing roles of the key 
groups of actors in the different stages of the scholarly communications process, covering 
not just published outputs from research, but datasets and other outputs in many different 
forms. I shall look in particular at the changing role of libraries in seeking to meet 
researchers’ needs in an increasingly – but not wholly – digital environment. And I shall 
suggest some key challenges, and some key principles, for the development of public policy 
in the provision of research information services. 


 


Eva Müller, Director EPC, Uppsala University 
Library 
Eva Müller is a senior librarian at Uppsala University 
Library (UUL), Sweden and the Director of its Electronic 
Publishing Centre (EPC). She has been active in planning 
and developing of library information services at UUL 
since 1993. As Head of the Information Development 
Department she was in charge of Uppsala University 
Library's digital library program. Since 2000 Eva has run 
the everyday work of the EPC and leads its Research and 


Development group. Her current work and research interest is in the field of electronic 
publishing and repositories and focuses on the development of an integrated infrastructure 
supporting long-term preservation and access to digital published materials. Eva graduated 
from Charles University in Prague with a degree in Information Science and Librarianship. 


E-theses and the Nordic e-theses initiative 
and the impact of the joint work on the role of the Library 


E-theses and the Nordic e-theses initiative and the impact of the joint work on the role of the 
Library. This presentation gives an introduction to the DiVA (Academic Archive Online) 
publishing system developed at Uppsala University Library, focusing on present 
functionality and ongoing development activities. I want to share our experiences of a 
community’s collaborative system development approach. Our intention is to contribute to 
understanding the advantages of a community system development and the necessary 
organizational framework to support it. The DiVA project provides a good example of how 
electronic publishing is possible to carry out within a university library organisation and how 
a strategy of collaborative development between numbers of institutions can work in 
practice. DiVA, the Academic Archive Online (Digitala Vetenskapliga Arkivet in Swedish) 
is a collaborative effort of a number of universities in Scandinavia which offers both 
publishing services and technical solutions for local repositories. The DiVA system, 
developed and maintained at the Electronic Publishing Centre at Uppsala University, 
Sweden, supports workflows for both electronic publishing and printing. Through DiVA, 
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fulltext documents from the participating universities are published and archived – hence the 
name Academic Archive On-line. Today the archive contains mainly doctoral and 
undergraduate theses and research reports, but DiVA also supports the deposit of preprints 
and postprints of scientific articles. Monographs and chapters can also be published. 


 


Monika Segbert, eIFL  
provides advice and management expertise to multi-
national projects in the cultural sector. She currently works 
with the eIFL.net Foundation to manage a multi-country 
consortium of library consortia in 50 countries and – in 
connection with eIFL.net – with a TEMPUS project 
creating a digital learning resource centre in the university 
library of Yerevan. Her previous collaboration with CENL 
– Conference of European National Librarians – has led to 
the EU funded project (TEL-ME-MOR The European 
Library – Modular Extension for Mediating Online 


Resources) to integrate the national libraries of the New Member States into a pan-European 
digital library. Monika is also the project director of a project funded by the Mellon 
Foundation  to provide access to resources by and about Leo Tolstoy held on his Estate and 
the in the Russian State Library. In recent years Monika has led a series of library 
automation and retroconversion projects with Russian Libraries funded by the Mellon 
Foundation and the European Union and was involved with several EU funded projects in 
the cultural heritage sector. Previously she worked closely with the EU Digital Cultural 
Heritage Programme in Luxembourg. Monika Segbert is a Member of the Management 
Board of eIFL.net. 


The brave new global activities of eIFL.net 
eIFL.net is a global network of libraries in 50 developing and transition countries, facilitating 
access to e-resources, supporting the creation of sustainable library consortia and assisting 
members in making best use of IT based opportunities. In response to the needs of member 
countries, recently developed program areas cover training in IP advocacy, open access 
awareness raising, support to the building of institutional repositories, increasing visibility of 
local content by collaboration with Google Scholar, advocating for open source software in 
library applications, and using software tools to enable vibrant knowledge sharing in this 
truly global community. – The presentation describes these new initiatives with particular 
reference to member consortia in the new EU member states. 


 


Alma Swan, Key Perspectives, UK 
Alma Swan obtained a first class honours degree in 
zoology in 1974 and a PhD in cell biology in 1978 from 
Southampton University. After research fellowships 
funded by the Cancer Research Campaign at Southampton 
General Hospital and St. George’s Hospital Medical 
School (London), she took a position as Lecturer in 
Zoology at the University of Leicester. Her research was 
in medical cell biology and she taught a range of courses 
from vertebrate biology to the biology of cancer.  In 1985, 
she moved into science publishing as managing editor of a 
Pergamon Press (later Elsevier Science) biomedical 
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research indexing service, published both in print and online. In 1996, she jointly founded 
Key Perspectives, a consultancy serving the scholarly publishing industry. Though she has 
worked in the commercial sphere for 20 years, she retains links with academic life: for four 
years she was tutor and consultant for the Open University Business School’s MBA 
programme and since 1991 has been tutor for two business strategy courses on Warwick 
Business School’s MBA programme. She holds honorary roles as business mentor and 
teacher for the Institute for Entrepreneurship (part of the School of Management) at 
Southampton University. Alma has an MBA from Warwick Business School and is a 
Member of the Institute of Biology. 


What’s new in Open Access worldwide? 
Open Access developments are proceeding apace. More publishers are experimenting with 
OA journals, and the results of some of these experiments are startling. Institutions are 
building repositories, though few are implementing policies that make the effort worthwhile. 
Funders are finally beginning to act upon the notion that publicly-funded research should be 
publicly-reported and openly shared. Meanwhile, the drivers for Open Access continue to 
exert pressure. I will present an overview of the significant developments in Open Access 
over the last year or so and set them in the overall context of changes and advances in 
scholarly communication. 
 


Reception at Uppsala Castle 
Ander Björck, Governor of the 
Uppsala Region 
Anders Björck served for 34 years as Member 
of the Swedish Parliament (Moderate). When 
he left in 2003 to take up the non-political 
position as Governor, he had been First 
Deputy Speaker since 1994 and was Father of 
the House during his last parliamentary 
session. In the latest non-socialist Govern-
ment 1991–94, Anders Björck was Minister 
of Defence. From 1978 to 1991 he was a 
Member of the Parliamentary Assembly of 
the Council of Europe, whose President he 
was during the last three years.  


Prior to his period as Cabinet Minister, Anders Björck served on the Boards of the 
Swedish Companies for Radio and for Television. Since 2000 he is a member of the Board 
of Vin & Sprit Ltd. 


Anders Björck has written extensively in matters concerning general politics, media, and 
defence. He is a member of the Royal Academy of War Sciences and an honorary member of 
several of the Uppsala and Lund Student Nations. 
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Day 3: Thursday 6 July 


Product reviews 
ProQuest  
Austin McLean 


Open Access Dissertation and Theses 
Publishing from ProQuest: 


A New Publishing Option Explained 
For over 65 years, institutions have relied on ProQuest / UMI to 
publish microfilm, digitize, archive, index, and distribute copies 
of doctoral dissertations and master’s theses to institutions and 
researchers throughout the world. With the potential and interest 


in Open Access distribution, ProQuest is launching an Expanded Publishing option, which 
includes Open Access publishing of the full text of dissertations and masters theses in 
ProQuest’s Digital Dissertations and Theses database, which is used in over 3,000 libraries 
and by hundreds of thousands of researchers worldwide. The Expanded Publishing service 
also includes use of a plagiarism detection service and ProQuest’s acclaimed Online 
Submission system. Come to this lively session to learn more about this new publishing 
option.   


JSTOR 
Stephanie Krueger 


JSTOR: Past, present and future 
For the past decade, JSTOR has been steadfastly committed to 
two goals – preserving scholarly journals in electronic form and 
providing access to them as widely as possible. My discussion 
will provide an overview of the environment in which JSTOR 
now operates and what steps we are taking to maintain our 
archive in the future. 


Jouve 
Brigitte Lion 


Jouve: solutions to save, increase the value 
 and diffuse your patrimonial funds 


Public record offices, libraries and museums store precious and 
various literary funds as well as original documents. Their main 
goal is not only to file and preserve these documents but also to 
diffuse them on a large scale under the best conditions. With a 


centennial expertise in information processing, the Jouve group offers a fully integrated 
range of solutions to acquire, increase the value and diffuse precious collections, 
digitalization of all types of documents (inventory records, incunabula, ektas, dias, drawings, 
maps) based on the advanced and dedicated technologies. Jouve also sets up specific tools, 
consulting process and creates multi-diffusion equipments such as CD-Rom, internet website 
for libraries… 
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Session 3 a: Measuring and improving quality 


Stephen Town, Director of Information Services 
and Deputy University Librarian, 
Cranfield University 
J. Stephen Town is Director of Information Services for 
Cranfield University at the Defence College of 
Management and Technology, Defence Academy of the 
United Kingdom. This includes responsibility for Library 
services, Media services and for the content of a range of 
other information services including the college Web site 
and Intranet. Information Services is now also heavily 
engaged in delivering a number of e-learning packages for 
the Defence Academy. Stephen also holds the additional 


title of Deputy University Librarian. 
Stephen is active in teaching, research, and consultancy and advice. He has published 


widely in the fields of library management, quality and performance, and Information 
Literacy. Stephen is a member of the SCONUL Working Group on Performance 
Improvement, the Editorial Board of the Performance Measurement & Metrics journal, and 
the Board of the Northumbria International Conferences on Performance Measurement. On 
behalf of the Working Group on Performance Improvement Stephen has coordinated the 
SCONUL LibQUAL+ consortium since its introduction to the UK in 2003. 


Using LibQUAL+ to measure, compare and improve library quality 
LibQUAL+(TM) is a suite of services that libraries can use to solicit, track, understand, and 
act upon users’ opinions of service quality, offered by the Association of Research Libraries 
(ARL). The main tool is a rigorously tested Web-based survey bundled with training that 
helps libraries assess and improve library services, change organisational culture, and market 
the library. LibQUAL+ has been used by over 850 institutions throughout the world. This 
paper describes how the tool has been developed and applied, with particular reference to its 
growing use in European research libraries. Brief case studies of how data from LibQUAL+ 
has been used to compare performance and improve library quality will be presented. 
 


Kaisa Sinikara, Director of Information and 
Library Services, University of Helsinki 
Kaisa Sinikara (Theol.Lic.) is the Director of Information 
and Library Services at the University of Helsinki, 
Finland, since 2002. This position was created after a large 
international evaluation of the libraries (2000) for a 
coordination of the library affairs of the University of 
Helsinki. She has been a director of the Undergraduate 
Library 1989–2001 and has worked as a researcher, as a 
part-time teacher and in addition to the library work, in the 
administration in the University of Helsinki. Sinikara 
serves as the chairman of the steering group of the 
National Information Literacy project (2004–2006). 
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Evaluation as a Tool for Developing the Quality of the Academic Libraries 
Case Study at a Large and Traditional Research Oriented Scandinavian University. 


Quality assurance systems will be introduced in the whole European academic sector and are 
quite certain to have a large impact on the development of academic organizations. There is 
a need to evaluate the assessment processes and their results as well for finding the best 
practices. The customer viewpoint is fundamental when defining quality. The traditional 
customers are students and researchers, i.e. users, but the university itself and the society can 
also be regarded as customers since they are stakeholders who provide funding and define 
policy and values for the library and information services of the university. The stakeholder 
perspective is highlighted with organizational evaluation methods, either internal or external, 
such as self-assessment, peer review and benchmarking. This presentation discusses the 
problems of defining quality in academic libraries and how quality relates to benefit. The 
main focus will be on the use of evaluation as a tool for developing high quality services in a 
large and organizationally diverse academic library organization. The University of Helsinki 
was founded in 1640 and has a good reputation as one of the European high-quality research 
universities; the number of students is 38.000 and of staff 7500. The University library and 
information services evaluation process and projects in 1993, 2000 and 2004 will be 
presented as a case study. The challenges and obstacles the university environment presents 
for the evaluation will be identified and the strategic results of the evaluation presented.  


The introduction will be followed by comments from Kai Ekholm, Director of the 
National Library of Finland, and Gunnar Sahlin, Director of the National Library of Sweden.  


 


Helge Salvesen, University Library,  
University of Tromsø  
Born 1947, dr. philos., professor of history and library 
director at the University of Tromsø, Norway. He 
researches and teaches in areas relating to economic, 
social and ecological medieval and early modern 
history, sami history, university and library history, 
historical theory and methodology, and documentation 
and library science. He is member (former leader) of the 
Library section in the Norwegian Council for Higher 
Education and is member of the board of the Norwegian 


Library Association, and also a member of the divisional committee of LIBER's 
Management and Administration Division (Ligue des Bibliothèques Européennes de 
Recherche). He is also elected member of  Det Kongelige Norske Videnskabers Selskab 
(The Royal Norwegian Society of Sciences and Letters) and the Swedish Kungliga 
Skytteanska Samfundet (The Royal Skyttean Society). 


The Quality Assurance System for higher Education in Norway, 
especially related to the Library Services 


After the Pan-European Bologna Declaration of 1999, which introduced a qualitative 
improving programme for higher education in Europe, the Governments in many countries 
have initiated great university reforms. In Norway this reform was fully introduced from the 
academic year 2003-2004. The paper deals with the identification of the reform, trying to 
relate it to the ideologies of new public management, globalization, and efficiency. The 
concept of quality in education will be discussed, especially related to a new independent 
government body, the Norwegian Agency for Quality Assurance in Education, NOKUT, 
established by the parliament in 2002, commenced its activities from January 2003. Through 
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evaluating the quality assurance systems of the universities and colleges, and through 
accrediting of a subject-related evaluation to assess whether or not an institution of higher 
education and/or the studies this institution offers does fulfil a given set of standards, 
NOKUT have the right to say whether an institution can call themselves accredited college, 
specialised university or university – or if they have to lay down their activities. The main 
purpose of the paper is to discuss which role the library services play in the quality assurance 
and accreditation systems of NOKUT – and not least: what role can they play. What kind of 
quality do the libraries offer, how can we know whether the quality is good, better than 
before, and how can we be sure that we improve the right services in the library? Which role 
shall the library play in the universities’ quality improvement programs? 


Session 3 b: Changing library organisations 


Gitte Larsen, Head of Department of Continuing 
Education & Consultancy, the Royal School of 
Librarianship and Information  Science 
Gittel Larsen holds her position since 1998; Project 
manager of Cultural Network Denmark, an IT-initiative 
under the Ministry of Culture (1997–98); Library 
Advisory Officer in the National Library Authority (1994–
97); Associate professor at the Royal School of 
Librarianship (1981–1989, 1991–94). 


Gitte Larsen is responsible for managing and sales of 
the schools' activities within training and consultancy 
Organises training courses and work as a consultant to 
libraries. Gitte is member of the Board of the Danish 


Research Library Association and Member of the Standing Committee of the IFLA’ section 
‘Continuing Professional Development and Workplace Learning’ (2005–2009)  


Preparing for new and changing roles in research libraries 
– the need for continuing professional development 


It is expected that library staff are qualified to offer high quality services to those users, who 
are visiting the physical library. Likewise, it is expected, that they have substantial 
knowledge and skills needed for developing and maintaining electronic services and for 
dissemination of relevant services and facilities requested by the web-user. Serving remote 
library users calls for additional competencies, such as marketing, branding and 
communications skills in the electronic environment as well as knowledge of measuring and 
evaluation of the use of electronic services. It is a challenge to the staff to match particular 
needs and demands from different user groups, but also to library management staff to 
ensure that the competencies and skills are available in the organisation to match the needs 
of the user – where ever he might be located. Competencies are in this context defined as the 
combination of knowledge and experience that make the individual able to take the right 
actions in the daily working environment.  


What education and training needs emerge from the changing roles and new tasks? How 
to identify the needs for continuing professional development? And how to maintain and 
update skills and competencies acquired maybe 25 years ago?  


These are key questions – not only to be addressed to library managers, but also to be 
considered carefully by those institutions responsible for continuing education and 
professional development of library staff.  
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François Cavalier, Directeur Service Commun de 
la Documentation, Bibliothèque de l’Université 
Claude Bernard Lyon1, in co-operation with  
Daniel Renoult, Doyen, Inspection générale des 
bibliothèques, Paris 
After having worked as director at the Médiathèque 
publique et universitaire de Valence and later of the 
Science Department of the Bibliothèque Municipale et 
Interuniversitaire (BMIU) in Clermont-Ferrand, François 
Cavalier received his present position as Director of the 


Service commun de la documentation at Lion1 in 2001. He is a member of the 
Documentation Policy Steering Comittee of the Pôle Universitaire de Lyon (PUL) and Head 
of the Purchasing Department of the French national consortium for electronic 
documentation, COUPERIN. 


Organization moving in French academic libraries 
Led by the “inspection general des bibliothèques”, an inquiry about organization in french 
academic libraries describe real changes in library organization. For years, the real basis of 
universities organization was the faculty, and, as a consequence, library administration is 
split by “sections” which are the equivalent of the faculty (law, medicine, humanities). 
“Sections” were a part of French university libraries scientific and local identity. Through 
two main factors this organization is moving : digitization and computering means more 
transversal responsibilities, and, on the other hand, French universities which have 
developed a new management based on a comprehensive negotiation with the ministry for 
their goals and means through a four years agreement, require a great unicity of information 
services whatever be the disciplines or the location of branch libraries.  
 


Suzanne Jouguelet, Deputy Director, Collections 
Direction, Bibliothèque nationale de France  
Suzanne Jouguelet chairs the Library Management and 
Administration Division of LIBER. She has been between 
1994 and 1998 in charge of the move of the collections of 
the Bibliothèque nationale de France from Richelieu to the 
new building of Tolbiac. She had previously worked nine 
years in the public library of Lyon. After the opening of the 
research library, she has become, at the beginning of 1999, 
deputy director, Collections Direction. She used to be 


responsible for the coordination of the policies and practices of the collections departments 
(collections development, services to the public, data processing, digitization). Since 
September 2002 she is in charge of the renovation project of the Richelieu building and of 
the different programmes for the modernization of the special collections. She has been 
active in IFLA between 1981 and 1997 (Secretary of the section on classification and 
indexing ; secretary of the section on cataloguing). She has been involved in the french 
translation of the Dewey Decimal Classification. She has become a member of the Library 
Management and Administration Division Bureau at the Copenhagen Conference (2000),and 
has been elected chair of this Division during the Rome Conference (2003). 
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Organizational charts in a selection of  
LIBER Libraries: Analysis of current trends 


The major results of a survey of selected LIBER Libraries, carried out by the Division in 
order to review their organizational structures, as reflected in their organizational charts, will 
be presented. The main purpose is to analyse how changes happening in the seventy libraries 
from forty countries who have answered to the survey are described and formalized in their 
O.C. The trends analysis will deal in particular with the evolution of user services, the digital 
library and the impact of e-resources, web activities, the links with the university etc. 


The panel session following the presentation is intended to stimulate wider discussions 
among Conference participants. It will be conducted by Bill Simpson, John Rylands 
University Library, Manchester. 


 


Session 4: Visibility and accessibility – collection  
development today 


Graham Bulpitt, Director of Information 
Services, Kingston University  
As Director Graham is responsible for library, computing 
and multimedia services. Part of his brief is to work on the 
development of the learning infrastructure as part of a 
major University estates project. He formerly worked at 
Sheffield Hallam University where he was responsible for 
establishing the Learning Centre. This department 
integrates library, computing and media production 
provision as well as the University’s Learning and 
Teaching Institute. The city campus operation is housed in 
the Adsetts Centre, an ambitious new building which 


opened in 1996. Graham carries out consultancy work, particularly on the development of 
academic support services, staffing matters and library buildings. He acts as assessor to a 
number of bodies, including universities and the European Commission. He is a member of 
the editorial boards of the New review of libraries and lifelong learning and the New review 
of academic librarianship. 


The changing landscape of teaching and research 
This paper will attempt to provide a broad backdrop for conference papers by considering 
higher education developments and their impact on the experience of students and 
researchers. Universities are operating in a market which is becoming increasingly 
competitive and where student expectations of their university experience are changing. The 
shift towards resource-based learning and evidence-based research places information 
provision in a central position in universities activities and requires different requirements in 
terms of buildings, staff roles and library collections. 


Electronic information resources have had a major impact on the work patterns of 
researchers and their use of library buildings and collections. New collaborative frameworks 
have also been developed, such as the Research Information Network in the UK, which 
should improve access to library collections and digital information. The paper will conclude 
by identifying some key research questions for the future development of library provision. 
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Klaus Kempf, Head of Department for collection 
development and cataloguing, Bayerische 
Staatsbibliothek, Munich 
Study of Business Administration and Law in Würzburg , 
Padova and Milano (Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore) 
(1977–1982). Postgraduate study of Library Science at the 
Bayerische Bibliotheksschule in Munich (1983–85). 
Subject Librarian for economics, law and information 
science and head of the branch library for economics and 
law at the University Library of Bamberg (1985–1992). 
Interim Chief Librarian at the University Library of the 
Technical University of Dresden (1993). Head of the 
department for strategic planning at the former 
Directorship General of the Bavarian State Libraries, 
Munich (1994–1999). Head of the department at the 


Bayerische Staatsbibliothek since April 2000. Expert and consultant in library management 
affairs, in particular reorganisation and reengineering, personnel management, library 
building (consulting projects on regional, national and international level). 
Memberships/chairmanships of numerous professional boards, working groups, expert 
committees on regional, national and international level; especially member of the Standing 
committee of the IFLA Section for Acquisition & Collection Development. Numerous 
publications in professional journals about various library management topics. 


Vascoda – the German answer to visibility and 
accessibilityin collection development  


In the digital age collection development means networking. Libraries are no longer able to 
provide all the information resources published or made available via the internet. The magic 
word of today is “shared collection development”. But shared collection development 
requires certain conditions to make it work and in particular to make it successful. Of 
particular importance is transparency for the participating institutions, visibility and still 
more important accessibility of the shared resources for the users.  


In Germany a system of shared special collection building in the academic library world 
has been in existence for almost 60 years now. Co-financed by the German Research Society 
(Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft) today more than 70 research libraries collaboratively 
collect  highly specialized literature, less frequently used and also in remote languages, so 
that at least one (print)copy of the respective publication is available in the country. The 
participating libraries also catalogue, archive and lend the acquired copies. In recent time, 
stimulated and promoted by the DFG, the involved libraries have started to build up alone or 
in cooperation with other libraries so called subject information portals or virtual subject 
libraries. The latter offer the user a subject-specific and integrated approach to the relevant 
print material and digital resources. From a single point of access and via a “one stop 
shopping” portal the user can thus search, order and even access directly the information 
required. 


It is the aim of the vascoda initiative to complete and round off this subject-based service 
patchwork. First of all vascoda is meant to be the comprehensive interdisciplinary national 
information portal, also accessible from abroad, for a wide range of information resources of 
scholarly interest. The portal offers as basic functionalities/services: 
• a single point of access for a 
• fast, efficient and quality controlled federated search 
• based on an innovative search engine technology (FAST) 
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• in heterogeneous digital resources and across the various subject oriented information 
portals 


• with a linking service leading to the appropriate copy, in particular 
• integrated document ordering and – where it is possible – document (full text) linking 


functionalities. 
At the moment a first release of the vascoda portal is available, with five main “construction 
sites”: Content management (e.g. acquisition of national licences of digital resources), the 
construction or more precisely the improvement of the portal structures/functionalities, the 
set-up and management of metadata and, last but not least, the fields of marketing und 
quality control. 


It is no coincidence that the name of the initiative, vascoda, resembles the name of the 
famous Portuguese voyager Vasco da Gama. The building up of the portal and its 
management bring to mind a long sea journey and like in the good old days of the sailing 
ships, nobody really knows how it will end and to which shores it will finally lead – but we 
are full of optimism! 
 


Gerard van Trier, Executive Secretary, 
Koninklijke Bibliotheek, the National Library, 
The Hague  
Gerard van Trier is KB’s Executive Secretary. He is 
Secretary to the Board of Governors and advises the 
Director General on matters of library policy. He repr-
esents the KB in national and international committees; he 
was Secretary to the Conference of European National 
Librarians (CENL) 1998–2004. After his university degree 
in psychology Gerard van Trier worked for the former 
Library Council. As senior staff member of the 
Netherlands Council for Libraries and Information Serv-


ices 1987–1993 he was responsible for many reports on library and information issues. 
Member of the FOBID National Committee for Copyright and Other Legal Matters 
(Federation of Organisations in the field of Libraries, Information and Documentation). 
Member of the Working Group for Culture, Communication and Information of the 
Netherlands National Commission for UNESCO. Chair of the International Joint Committee 
of CENL and the Federation of European Publishers. Member of the National IFLA 
Committee. Project manager National Project for Cooperative Collection Building in the 
Humanities. Chief Editor of a Handbook for Library and Information Science  


Permanent access to the records of science – the international role 
of the e-Depot at the KB, National Library of the Netherlands 


In 1994 the KB decided to include electronic publications in its deposit collection. This was 
considered as a logical extension of the deposit for printed publications already in place. In 
December 2002, after a few years of experimenting, the current e-Depot was delivered, with 
the IBM Digital Information and Archiving System (DIAS) as its technical 'heart'. The e-
Depot is now fully operational and imbedded in the KB organisation. 


The emergence of the electronic journal creates new challenges to the traditional deposit 
model. Because of the involvement of international publishers of Dutch origin, the e-Depot 
has had an international dimension right from the start. In 2002 the KB signed an historic 
electronic archiving agreement with Elsevier Science, which covered the entire set of 
Elsevier journals. This arrangement turned the KB into the first official digital archive in the 
world for journals published by international scientific publishers. A year later the KB 
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concluded a similar agreement with Kluwer Academic Publishers. Other publishers 
followed, also from outside the Netherlands: Biomed Central, Blackwell, Oxford University 
Press, Taylor and Francis, Sage, Springer and Brill Academic Publishers. On the basis of 
these agreements the e-Depot will eventually hold 9 million articles. The annual increase in 
the number of articles from these publishers will be around 400,000.  


Publishers are required to deposit their publications free of charge. Access is restricted: 
only on-site, for any registered user of the KB. Remote access is only offered with 
permission of the publisher. On-site retrieval, access, printing, downloading is for private use 
only, systematic reproduction is not allowed. Documents are available for interlibrary 
document supply within the Netherlands. The archive serves as a guarantee to all licensees 
worldwide. In case of calamities or in case the publisher does not meet his obligations, the 
KB safeguards the access that licensees have paid for. 


Primarily, long-term preservation is a way of managing risk and a kind of insurance 
against loss or disrupted access. The KB expects that worldwide permanent archiving of 
STM literature will be taken care of by a limited number of institutions dedicated to this task 
(Safe Places Model). Libraries should invest in a qualified archiving solution and should 
effectively demand archival deposit by publishers as a condition of licensing electronic 
journals. 


The KB’s e-Depot strategy for the coming years includes: 
• Further developing the technical and organisational infrastructure, which is now put to 


an external audit. 
• Continuing the R&D effort concentrating on the full range of available preservation 


techniques. The KB has developed its own R&D-programme and is an initiating partner 
in the European project PLANETS. 


• Concluding archiving agreements with more of the major international scientific 
publishers. The KB would like to reach 80% coverage of the total world production of 
STM literature. 


• Promoting the creation of a European infrastructure for long-term preservation and 
access to the records of science, including large scientific organisations like ESA, CERN 
and the British CCLRC, but also JISC, the European Science Foundation, the 
International Association of STM Publishers, and national libraries like The British 
Library and the KB. 


• Discussing the feasibility of new business models to cover the costs of storage space, the 
processing and management of the material, and R&D efforts. 
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Janet Lees, Business Devlopment Consultant, 
OCLC PICA 
Janet holds a BA (Librarianship) degree from Leeds 
Metropolitan University and an MA (Applied Educational 
Studies) from University of York. She is also an Associate 
of CILIP (Chartered Institute of Library and Information 
Professionals) and served on the LA/BL committee for 
Anglo American Cataloguing Rules (AACR) 1986–1996. 
Janet began her professional career in Plymouth Public 
Libraries. After graduating she joined the University of 
Leeds Library. She was a Lecturer in the School of Library 
and Information Studies, Leeds Metropolitan University 
1977–1982.In January 1982 she joined OCLC Europe 


holding a number of marketing, sales and management positions. She is currently a Business 
Development Consultant for OCLC PICA. 


WorldCat Discovery – making libraries more visible and  
increasing global resource sharing and discovery 


The paper will focus on how libraries can make their collections more visible on the open 
web and through the commercial search engines. It will begin by looking at some of the 
results of the survey “Perceptions of Libraries and Information Resources” commissioned by 
OCLC and undertaken by Harris Interactive Inc in 2005. It will also track the success of 
OCLC’s OpenWorldCat program and the partnerships with Google, Yahoo!, Microsoft and 
others and describe how OCLC intends to further develop this open approach to Discovery. 
Finally Janet will describe how OCLC PICA has adapted the concept of Open WorldCat into 
the WorldCat Discovery programme to meet the needs of the European library environment 
and the status of pilots in the UK, Netherlands and Germany.  
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Day 4: Friday 7 July 


Local session: Co-operation and competition in Sweden between 
the National Library and University Libraries 


Gunnar Sahlin, National Librarian of Sweden 
After positions as lecturer (from 1980) and postgraduate 
researcher at Stockholm University he received his PhD 
1989 in History of Literature (The changing role of the 
author and the literary system 1770-1795). He was Senior 
Librarian and Head of Department at the Stockholm and 
Uppsala University Libraries 1989–94, Director of 
Stockholm University Library 1996–2003 and appointed 
National Librarian Director of the National Library of 
Sweden in 2003. He is a member of IFLA Governing 
Board since 2005 and of the steering bodies of the 
Swedish School of Library and Information Science at 
Borås University College, the Swedish National Archive 


of recorded Sound and Moving Images, and the University of Gotland. He has published 
several monographs and articles, reviews and web-based lectures concerning the history of 
literature and issues regarding librarianship. 


Catarina Ericson-Roos, Director,  
Stockholm University Library 
PhD 1977 in English literature (The Songs of Robert 
Burns : a Study of the Unity of Poetry and Music). She 
was Head of Acquisitions Section at the main library and 
Head of the Library for Economic Sciences at Uppsala 
University Library 1976–1993, Head of Stockholm School 
of Economics Library 1993–1998, Head of the Depart-
ment for Acquisitions and Cataloguing and Deputy 
Librarian at Stockholm University Library 1998–2003. 
Since 2004 she is Director of the Library. 
 


Ulf Göranson, Director,  
Uppsala University Library 
LLD, MA, Uppsala. After serving as clerk and junior 
judge he joined the Faculty of Law at Uppsala in 1979 as 
lecturer and later professor of comparative and intern-
ational private law. He was Head of the Department of 
Law 1991–1995 and is Director of the University Library 
since 1996. He has published several monographs in law 
and numerous articles, also in the field of library and book 
history and contemporary library issues. He is a member 
of Swedish and international academies and an honorary 
member of Småland Student Nation, of which he was the 
Inspector 1988–1998, the 29th in line since 1663. 
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Library Visits 


Cultural heritage Collection and  
Carolina Rediviva 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 


Electronic Publishing Centre of the University  
 
New doctors of all nine faculties of Uppsala  
University at the Conferment ceremony,  
most of them having published their theses  
digitally and open access at the EPC. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


 


Library of Economic Sciences 
 
An example of the fifteen subject oriented 
branch libraries within Uppsala University 
Library. 


At 3 pm on every 30 April the 
University Library is in the focus 


of the students’ Spring festivity


Codex argenteus,the Silver  
Bible, a Gospel Book in Gothic 
from the early 6th century 
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Day 5: Saturday 8 July 


Excursion to Skokloster Palace 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Built in the mid 1600s by Field Marshal Count Carl Gustaf Wrangel, Skokloster houses 
a great art and furniture collection and an impressive library collected mainly by three 
members of the possessing families Wrangel, Bielke, and Brahe 
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List of participants by countries and institutions 
 
Klepp Renate Austria UL Vienna, V 
Bergé Katrien Belgium UL Leuven, V 
Coppens Christian Belgium UL Leuven 
Dekeyser Raf Belgium LIBER 
Persichelli Roberta Belgium European Commission 
van Peteghem Sylvia Belgium ADLUG 
Regent Alberic  Belgium UL VU Brussel, V 
Stefaan Renard Belgium UL Gent, V 
Todorova Radostina Bulgaria UL New Bulgarian University, V 
Varbanova-Dencheva Kristina Bulgaria School of Library 
Weir Leslie Canada Assoc. of Research Libraries 
Juricic Vedrana Croatia Academy of Science and Arts,V 
Mihalic Marina Croatia NUL Zagreb, V 
Burgetova Jarmila Czech Republic Academy of Science, V 
Faitova Miloslava Czech Republic UL West Bohemia, Plzen, V 
Krbec Pavel Czech Republic UL Charles U Prague 
Malikova Marketa Czech Republic State Technical Library 
Prochaskova Iva Czech Republic UL Pardubice 
Stoklasova Bohdana Czech Republic NL Prague, V 
Tkacikova Daniela Czech Republic UL Technical U Ostrava, V 
Bille Larsen Steen Denmark NL Copenhagen 
Butina Ingbritt Denmark NL Copenhagen 
Cotta-Schønberg Michael Denmark NL Copenhagen 
Kolding Nielsen Erland Denmark NL Copenhagen,V 
Larsen Gitte  Denmark School of Library, Copenhagen, V 
Madsen Lilian Denmark NUL Aarhus, V 
Vejlsgaard Susan Denmark LIBER 
Hallik Martin Estonia UL Tartu, V 
Metsar Silvi Estonia UL Tallin, V 
Pai Kristina Estonia UL Tartu 
Siiner Mari Estonia NL Tallin 
Talihärm Ülle Estonia NL Tallin, V 
Ahtola Anneli Finland UL Tampere, V 
Ekholm Kai Finland NUL Helsinki, V 
Häkli Esko Finland NUL Helsinki 
Kuula-Bruun Meri Finland Assoc. Research L 
Lehtonen Eeva-Liisa Finland UL School of Economics Helsinki 
Palonen Vuokko Finland UL Vaasa, V 
Sarvilinna Marja Finland UL Jyväskylä 
Siikala Tuula Finland UL Tampere 
Sinikara Kaisa Finland U Helsinki 
Vatanen Pirjo Finland UL Jyväskylä, V 
Väyrynen Eeva Finland UL Tampere 
Balmon Theodora France UL Robert Schumann-Strasbourg3, V 
Baraggioli Jean-Louis France CTLes, Marne-la-Vallée, V 
Baryla Christiane France NL Paris 
Bérard Raymond France ABES, Montpellier, V 
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Bisbrouck Marie-Françoise France UL Paris-Sorbonne, V 
Cavalier François France UL Lyon1, V 
Chevillotte Sylvie France enssib, Villeurbanne, V 
Claerr Thierry France Ministry of Culture, V 
Dada Nadine France UL Science Po Paris, V 
Dujol Anne France UL Méditerranée, Aix-Marseilles2, V 
Fleury Christine France ABES, Montpellier 
Hulvey Monique France PL Lyon 
Jeanneney Jean-Noël France NL Paris, (V) 
Jouguelet Suzanne France NL Paris 
Ladant Julie France NL Paris 
Poujol Marie-Lise France ABES 
Sanson Jacqueline France NL Paris, V 
Dortmund Annette Germany OCLC Pica 
Geisselmann Friedrich Germany UL Regensburg, V 
Kempf Klaus Germany SL Munich, V 
Mittler Elmar Germany SUL Göttingen, V 
Moravetz-Kuhlmann Monika Germany SL Munich 
Sommer Dorothea Germany SUL Halle, V 
Antal Katalin Hungary UL Debrecen, V 
Viragos Marta Hungary UL Debrecen 
Kjartansdóttir Gudrun Iceland UL Reykjavik, V 
Eklof Tony Ireland UL University College Dublin 
Ó Haonghusa Aongus Ireland NL Dublin, V 
Sadeh Tamar Israel ExLibris 
Segbert-Elbert Monika Italy eIFL.net 
Gudakovska Iveta Latvia UL Riga 
Linkevica Guna Latvia NL Riga 
Mutule Inara Latvia NL Riga, V 
Banionyte Emilija Lithuania UL Pedagogical University Vilnius, V 
Plioplys Algirdas Lithuania NL Vilnius, V 
Mangion Anthony Malta UL Malta, Msida, V 
Angervaare Inge  Netherlands NL The Hague 
Åkerfelt Henrik  Netherlands Ebsco 
Bakker Trix Netherlands UL Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, V 
van Charldorp Rein Netherlands OCLC Pica 
Gatenby Janifer Netherlands OCLC Pica 
Geleijnse Hans Netherlands UL Tilburg, V 
Grygierczyk Natalia Netherlands UL Utrecht, V 
van Halm Johan Netherlands UL JvH Information Consultancy 
Jefcoate Graham  Netherlands UL Radboud Nijmegen, V 
Klugkist Alex Netherlands UL Groningen, V 
Lever Bert Netherlands Centraal Bureau voor Genealogie, V 
Roelvink Mariëtte Netherlands OCLC Pica 
Savenije Bas Netherlands UL Utrecht, V 
Soetaert Paul Netherlands UL Erasmus Rotterdam, V 
van Trier Gerard Netherlands NL The Hague, V 
Vermeulen Theo H.J.J.M. Netherlands NL The Hague 
Eide Elisabeth Norway NL Oslo 
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Garnes Kari Lien Norway UL Bergen, V 
Indergaard Leikny Haga Norway Archive, Library & Museum Author., V 
Jøsevold Roger Norway NL Oslo 
Lomheim Ingar Norway UL Trondheim, V 
Skarstein Vigdis Moe Norway NL Oslo, V 
Kobierska-Maciuszko Ewa Poland UL Warsaw, V 
Nikisch Jan Andrzej Poland RL Poznan, V 
Pasztaleniec-Jarzynska Joanna  Poland NL Warsaw, V 
Stepniak Jolanta Poland UL Technology U Warsaw, V 
Cabral Maria Luísa Portugal NL Lisbon, V 
Vidigal Maria Emília Portugal Competition Authority 
Regneala Mircea Romania UL Bucharest, V 
Kislovskaya Galina Russia NL Moscow, V 
Verbina Natalia Russia NL St. Petersburg, V 
Mazic Bogoljub Serbia UL Belgrad 
Stojanovic Nikola Serbia NL Belgrad, V 
Vano Marian Slovakia Centrum VTI SR, V 
Rogina Anka Slovenia IZUM, Maribor V 
Setinc Lenart Slovenia NUL Ljubljana, V 
Stosiè Dusan Slovenia IZUM, Maribor 
Zaucer Matjaz Slovenia UL Technology, Ljubljana, V 
Campos Ángeles Spain UL Coruña, V 
Raldua Martin Eduardo Spain NL Madrid, V 
Salvador Fuensanta Spain NL Madrid 
Andersson Elisabet Sweden UL Örebro, V 
Björnshauge Lars  Sweden UL Lund, V 
Cavallin Mats Sweden UL Gothenburg 
Cullhed Per Sweden UL Uppsala 
Ericson-Roos Catarina Sweden UL Stockholm, V 
Göranson Ulf Sweden UL Uppsala, V 
Järvinen Anne Sweden UL Stockholm 
Müller Eva Sweden UL Uppsala 
Olsson Agneta Sweden UL Gothenburg, V 
Palm Jonas Sweden NA Stockholm, V 
Sahlin Gunnar Sweden NL Stockholm, V 
Stange Kari Sweden NL Stockholm 
Tottie Thomas Sweden UL Uppsala 
Aymonin David Switzerland UL EPFL, Lausanne, V 
Bliggenstorfer Susanna Switzerland PUL Bern, V 
Christiansen Caroline Switzerland RL Comparative Law, Lausanne, V 
Doffey Marie-Christine Switzerland NL Bern, V 
Meyer Christoph Switzerland PL Zurich, V 
Niederer Ulrich Switzerland PUL Luzern, V 
Bayir Didar Turkey UL Koc Istanbul, V 
Yaroshenko Tetiana  Ukraine UL Kiev 
Amouroux Yann United Kingdom Institute of Physics Publishing 
Ayris Paul United Kingdom UL University College London, V 
Bainton Toby United Kingdom SCONUL, London V 
Bulpitt Graham United Kingdom UL Kingston, V 
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Chapman Elizabeth United Kingdom UL University College London 
Cook Vivien United Kingdom OCLC Pica 
de La Rochefordier Miriam United Kingdom Blackwell’s Book Services 
Fox Peter United Kingdom UL Cambridge, V 
Franklin Alison United Kingdom Blackwell’s Book Services 
Green Robin United Kingdom CURL, Birmingham 
Jubb Michael United Kingdom Research Information Network, London 
Lees Janet  United Kingdom OCLC Pica 
Matheson Ann United Kingdom LIBER 
Milne Ronald United Kingdom UL Oxford, V 
Pearson David United Kingdom UL Senate House, London, V 
Perrett Hannah United Kingdom ProQuest 
Poulson Anne  United Kingdom SOAS London, V 
Pressler Christopher United Kingdom UL Dartington, V 
Prosser David United Kingdom SPARC Europe 
Rea Gavin United Kingdom UL Bath, V 
Shenton Helen United Kingdom NL London, V 
Shoebridge Michele United Kingdom UL Birmingham 
Simpson Bill United Kingdom UL Manchester, V 
Staniforth Sarah United Kingdom National Trust 
Town Stephen United Kingdom UL Cranfield, Swindon, V 
Krueger Stephanie United States JSTOR 
McLean Austin United States ProQuest 
Souzis Ariana  United States JSTOR  


 
NL – National Library, PL – Public Library, RL – Research Library UL – University Library. 


A ‘V’ after the Institution indicates that the Participant is the Director of an Institutional 
Member or otherwise invested with the right to vote at the General Assembly. The 
information as to institutional membership was given by the LIBER Secretariat before going 
to print. New Institutional Members should report to the Conference Secretariat to receive 
voting cards. 
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Koc University
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Bayerische Staatsbibliothek


Kislovskaya Galina 3/5, Vozdvizhenka
RU-119019  MOSCOW


+7 495 202 70 81
+7 495 622 83 33


gkislov@rsl.ruRussia


Russian State Library
Director on International
Activities


Kjartansdottir
Gudrun


Eirberg
IS-101  REYKJAVIK


+354 858 72 93


olafurfm@centrum.isIceland


Landspitali University Hospital
Medical and Health Library and
Information Centre







Name Organisation.Address Telephone/fax/e-mail


Klepp Renate Dr. Karl Lueger Ring 1
AT-1010  VIENNA


+43 1 4277 15011


renate.klepp@univie.ac.atAustria


University Library Vienna
Main Library


Klugkist Alex P.O Box 559
NL-9700 AN  GRONINGEN


+31 50 363 5005
+ 31 50 363 4996


a.c.klugkist@rug.nlNetherlands


University of Groningen
University library


Kobierska-
Maciuszko Ewa


Dobra St. 56/66
PL-00-312  WARSAW


+48 22 55 25 660
+48 22 55 25 659


e.maciuszko@uw.edu.plPoland


Warsaw University Library
Library


Kolding Nielsen
Erland


P.O. Box 2149
DK-1016  COPENHAGEN K


+45 33 47 47 47
+45 33 32 98 46


ekn@kb.dkDenmark


Royal Library Copenhagen
Director General's Office


Krbec Pavel Prague 1, Ovocny trh 3/5
CZ-116 36  PRAGUE


+420 2 244 912
32+420 2 244 915
88Krbec@cuni.czCzech Republic


Charles University in Prague
CU Computer Science Centre


Krueger Stephanie 149 Fifth Avenue, 8th Floor
10010  NEW YORK


+1 212 358 64 12
+1 212 358 64 99


stephanie.krueger@jstor.orgUnited States


JSTOR
Library Relations


Kuula-Bruun Meri Regeringsgatan 1, 
FI-00170   HELSINGFORS


+358 44 0323 779
+358 9 131 23


220meri.kuula-bruun@finlit.fiFinland


Finlands vetenskapliga
bibliotekssamfund
sekreterare


Ladant Julie Quai François Mauriac
FR-75013  PARIS


julie.ladant@bnf.frFrance


Bibliothèque Nationale de France


Larsen Gitte Birketinget 6
DK-2300  COPENHAGEN S


+45 32 58 60 66


gl@db.dkDenmark


Royal School of Library and
Information Science
Continuing Education and
Consultancy


Lees Janet Tricorn House 51 Hagley Road
UK-B16 8TP  BIRMINGHAM 


+44 121 456 4656
+44 121 456 4680
j.lees@oclcpica.orgUnited Kingdom


OCLC PICA


Lehtonen Eeva-Liisa Postbox 149
FI-00101 Helsingfors  FINLAND


ellehton@hse.fiFinland


Helsinki School of Economics
Helecon information center


Lever Bert P.O. Box 11755
NL-2502 AT  THE HAGUE


+31 70 315 05 23
+31 70 347 83 94
bert.lever@cbg.nlNetherlands


Centraal Bureau voor Genealogie


Linkevica Guna 5 Anglikanu street
LV 1816  RIGA


+371 7213703 


guna.linkevica@lnb.lvLatvia


National Library of Latvia
ISSN centre


Lomheim Ingar Høgskoleringen 1
NO-7491  TRONDHEIM


+47 72 59 02 90
+47 73 59 51 03


ingar.lomheim@ub.ntnu.noNorway


NTNU-Library


Madsen Lilian Universitetsparken
DK-8000  AARHUS C


+45 8946 2022


lm@statsbiblioteket.dkDenmark


The State&University Library
Aarhus
University Library







Name Organisation.Address Telephone/fax/e-mail


Malikova Marketa Marianske nam. 5
CZ-110 01  PRAGUE


m.malikova@stk.czCzech Republic


State Technical Library
Reference Centre


Mangion Anthony TAL-QROQQ
MT-MSD 06  MSIDA


+356 213 102 39
+356 213 143 06


dls@lib.um.edu.mtMalta


University of Malta
Library


Matheson Ann Charles Stewart House, 9-16
Chambers StreetUK-EH16 6AF  EDINBURGH


+44 131 650 2152
+44 131 650 2239


ann.matheson@ed.ac.ukUnited Kingdom


Special Adviser
LIBER


Mazic Bogoljub Bul.kraljaAleksandra 71
11000  BELGRADE


+381 11 337 05
14+381 11 337 03
54bogi@unilib.bg.ac.yuSerbia


University library


McLean Austin 300 N. Zeeb Road, PO Box 1346
48106-1346  ANN ARBOR, MI 


+1 734 761 4700


austin.mclean@il.proquest.comUnited States


ProQuest Information and
Learning


Metsar Silvi Rävala ave 10
EE-15042  TALLINN


+372 665 94 04
+372 665 94 00


Silvi.Metsar@tlulib.eeEstonia


Academic Library of Tallinn
University
Directorate


Meyer Christoph Zaehringerplatz 6
CH-8001  ZUERICH


+41 442 683 100
+41 442 683 292


christoph.meyer@zb.unizh.chSwitzerland


Zentralbibliothek Zuerich


Mihalic Marina Hrvatske bratske zajedr
10000  ZAGREB


+385 1 6164 022
+385 1 6164 186
mmihalic@nsk.hrCroatia


National and University Library
National Library Division


Milne Ronald Bodleian Library, Broad Street, 
UK-OX1 3BG  OXFORD


+44 1865 287107


ronald.milne@ouls.ox.ac.ukUnited Kingdom


University of Oxford
University Library Services


Mittler Elmar Platz der Goettinger Sieben 1
DE-37073  GOETTINGEN


+49 551
395210/12+49 551 395222


mittler@sub.uni-goettingen.deGermany


SUB Goettingen
Director


Moravetz-Kuhlmann
Monika


Ludwigstrasse 16
DE-80539  MUENCHEN


+49 89 28638
2304+49 89 28638
2309moravetz@bsb-muenchen.deGermany


Bayerische Staatsbibliothek
Accquisition Department


Müller Eva P.O. Box 510
SE-751 20   UPPSALA


eva.muller@ub.uu.seSweden


Uppsala University Library
Electronic Publishing Centre


Mutule Inara 14 K.Barona street
LV-1423  RIGA


+371 7365253
+371 7280851


inara.mutule@lnb.lvLatvia


National Library of Latvia
Administration


Niederer Ulrich Sempacherstrasse 10
CH-4055  LUZERN


+41 41 228 5310
+41 41 210 8255


ulrich.niederer@zhbluzern.chSwitzerland


Zentral- & Hochschulbibliothek


Nikisch Jan Andrzej Powstancow Wlkp.16
PL-61-895  POZNAN


+48 61 854 31 41
+48 61 854 31 49


nikisch@pfsl.poznan.plPoland


Poznan Foundation of Scientific
Libraries







Name Organisation.Address Telephone/fax/e-mail


Ó Haonghusa Aongus Kildare Street
IE-  DUBLIN 2


+35 316 030 231
+35 316 766 690


aohaonghusa@nli.ieIreland


National Library of Ireland


Olsson Agneta P.O. Box 222
SE-405 30  GÖTEBORG


+46 31 773 1760


Agneta.Olsson@ub.gu.seSweden


Göteborg university Library


Pai Kristina 1 W. Struve St.
EE-50091  TARTU


+372 7 375 752
+372 7 375 701


Kristina.Pai@ut.eeEstonia


Tartu University Library
Administration


Palm Jonas
SE-102 29  STOCKHOLM


jonas.palm@riksarkivet.ra.seSweden


National Archives
Dept of Preservation


Palonen Vuokko P.O. Box 331
FI-65101  VASA


+358 50 5842340
+358 6 3248200


vuokko.palonen@tritonia.fiFinland


The Tritonia Academic Library,
Vaasa


Pasztaleniec-
Jarzynska Joanna


al. Niepodleglosci 213
PL-02-086  WARSAW


+4822 608 22 50
+4822 608 22 50


bnjpjarz@bn.org.plPoland


National Library


Pearson David Malet Street, London
UK-WC1E 7HU  LONDON


+44 20 7862 8410
+44 20 7862 8480


dpearson@lon.ac.ukUnited Kingdom


University of London Research
Library Services
Senate House


Perrett Hannah
UK-  CAMBRIDGE


hannah.perrett@proquest.co.ukUnited Kingdom


ProQuest Information and
Learning


Persichelli Roberta Rue Van Maerlant 18 1/20
BE-1049  BRUSSELS


+32 2 2950428
+32 2 2956826


roberta.persichelli-scola@cec.eu.intBelgium


European Commission
Central Library


Peteghem Sylvia van Rozier 9
BE-9000   GENT


+32 92 643 850
+32 92 643 852


sylvia.vanpeteghem@ugent.beBelgium


University Gent
University Library Services


Plioplys Algirdas Gerimino pr. 51
LT-01504  VILNIUS


+370 699 164 91
+370 524 961 29
a.plioplys@lnb.ltLithuania


National Library of Lithuania
Administration


Poujol Marie-Lise P.O. Box 84308
FR-34193  MONTPELLIER
CEDEX 5


+33 4 67 54 84 04
+33 4 67 54 84 14


poujol@abes.frFrance


ABES


Poulson Anne Thornhaugh Street
UK-WC1H 0XG  LONDON


+44 207 898 4161


ap45@soas.ac.ukUnited Kingdom


SOAS
The Library


Pressler Christopher Dartington Hall Estate
UK-TQ9 6EJ  TOTNES, DEVON


+44 1803 861 652
+44 1803 861 666


c.pressler@dartington.ac.ukUnited Kingdom


Dartington College of Arts
Library Services


Prochaskova Iva
CZ-  PARDUBICE


iva.prochaskova@upce.czCzech Republic


University of Pardubice







Name Organisation.Address Telephone/fax/e-mail


Prosser David Bodleian Library, Broad Street
UK-OX1 3BG  OXFORD


+44 79 746 738
88


david.prosser@bodley.ox.ac.ukUnited Kingdom


SPARC Europe


Raldua Martin
Eduardo


Paseo Recoletos 20
ES-28071  MADRID


+34 91 580 77 23
+34 91 580 77 12


eduardo.raldua@bne.esSpain


BNE
Security and Maintenance


Rea Gavin Claverton Down
UK-BA2 7AY  BATH


+44 12 253 860
83+44 12 256 229


lisgar@bath.ac.ukUnited Kingdom


University of Bath
Library


Regent Alberic Interleuvenlaan 27
BE-3001  LEUVEN


+32 16 39 39 63
+32 16 40 06 31 


alberic.regent@libricore.comBelgium


ADLUG


Regneala Mircea Strada boteanu, nr.1, Bucharest,
RomaniaRO-010027  BUCHAREST


+40 3 120 108
+40 3 120 108


Regneala@bcub.roRomania


Central University Libary o
Bucharest


Roelvink Mariëtte Prins Willem-Alexanderhof 5 
NL-2509 LK  THE HAGUE


+31 70 314 05 05
+31 70 314 06 55


mariette.roelvink@kb.nlNetherlands


National Library of the
Netherlands
Expert Services & Collections


Rogina Anka Presernova 17
SI-2000  MARIBOR


+386 225 203 31
+386 225 243 34


anka.rogina@izum.siSlovenia


IZUM
Shared Cataloguing Development


Sadeh Tamar 8-9 Malha Technology Park
IL-91481  JERUSAELM


+972 264 991 77
+972 264 839 56


tamar.sadeh@exlibris.co.ilIsrael


Ex Libris
Marketing


Sahlin Gunnar P.O. Box 5039
SE-102 41   STOCKHOLM


+46 8 463 40 00
+46 8 463 40 04


gunnar.sahlin@kb.seSweden


Kungl. biblioteket, National
Library of Sweden


Salvador Fuensanta Paseo de Recoletos
ES-28071  MADRID


+34 91 580 77
24-21+34 91 516 89 44


salvadorfsl@bne.esSpain


National Library of Spain
Preservation and Conservation
Department


Sanson Jacqueline Quai F.Mauriac
FR-75013  PARIS


+33 1 53 79 50 00
+33 1 53 79 43 70


jacqueline.sanson@bnf.frFrance


Bibliothèque nationale de France
Direction des collections


Sarvilinna Marja P.O Box 35 (B)
FI-40014  JYVÄSKYLÄ


+358 14 260 3374
+358 14 260 3371


marja.sarvilinna@library.jyu.fiFinland


Jyväskylä University
Library


Savenije Bas P.O. Box 80124
NL-3508 TC  UTRECHT


+31 302 536 502
+31 302 539 292


b.savenije@library.uu.nlNetherlands


Utrecht University
University Library


Segbert-Elbert
Monika


Piazza Mastai 9
IT-00153  ROME


+39 33 344 085
21


monika.segbert@eifl.netItaly


eIFL.net


Setinc Lenart Turjaska 1
SI-1000   LJUBLJANA


+386 12 001 100
+386 12 513 052


lenart.setinc@nuk.uni-lj.siSlovenia


National and University Library
Management







Name Organisation.Address Telephone/fax/e-mail


Shenton Helen 96 Euston Road
UK-NW1 2DB  LONDON


+44 20 7412 7594
+44 20 7412 7778


helen.shenton@bl.ukUnited Kingdom


The British Library
Collection Care


Shoebridge Michele Edgbaston
UK-B15 2TT  BIRMINGHAM


+44 121 414 5805
+44 121 471 4691


m.i.shoebridge@bham.ac.ukUnited Kingdom


University of Birmingham
Information Services


Siikala Tuula P.O. Box 617 
FI-33014   TAMPERE


+358 33 551 64
40


tuula.siikala@uta.fiFinland


Tampere University Library
Main Library


Siiner Mari Tõnismägi 2
EE-15189  TALLINN


+372 6307245
+372 6307248


msiiner@nlib.eeEstonia


National Library of Estonia
Preservation and Conservation


Simpson Bill Oxford Road
UK-M13 9PP  MANCHESTER


+44 161 275 3700
+44 161 275 3759


bill.simpson@manchester.ac.ukUnited Kingdom


University of Manchester
John Rylands University Library


Sinikara Kaisa P.O.Box 33 (Yliopistonkatu 4)
FI-00014   HELSINKI


+358 503 699 736


kaisa.sinikara@helsinki.fiFinland


University of Helsinki
Library coordination Office


Skarstein Vigdis Moe P.O. Box 2674 Solli
NO-0203   OSLO


vigdis.skarstein@nb.noNorway


Nasjonalbiblioteket


Soetaert Paul François Nivardstraat 1
NL-3065 PE  ROTTERDAM


+31 10 408 12 11
+31 10 408 90 52


soetaert@ubib.eur.nlNetherlands


Erasmus University Rotterdam
University Library


Sommer Dorothea
DE-06098   HALLE (SAALE)


+49 345 552 20
00+49 345 552 71
40dorothea.sommer@bibliothek.uni-halle.deGermany


Universitäts- und
Landesbibliothek Sachsen-Anhalt


Souzis Ariana 149 Fifth Avenue, 8th Floor
10010  NEW YORK, NY


+1 212 358 6400
+1 212 358 6499


as@jstor.orgUnited States


JSTOR
Communications & Outreach
Associate


Stange Kari P.O. Box 5039
SE-102 41  STOCKHOLM


+46 8 463 4275
+46 8 463 4274


kari.stange@kb.seSweden


National Library of Sweden
BIBSAM


Staniforth Sarah Heelis, Kemble Drive, Swindon
UK-SN2 2NA  SWINDON


sarah.staniforth@nationaltrust.org.ukUnited Kingdom


The National Trust
Historic Properties Director


Stefaan Renard Pleinlaan 2
BE-1050  BRUSSELS


strenard@vub.ac.beBelgium


Vrije Universiteit Brussel - VUB
Library


Stepniak Jolanta Pl. Politechniki 1
PL-00-661  WARSAW


+48 22 621 13 70
+48 22 621 13 70


stepniak@bg.pw.edu.plPoland


Warsaw University of
Technology
Main Library


Stojanovic Nikola Skerliceva 1
11000  BELGRADE


+381 11 2541 844


nikolas@nbs.bg.ac.yuSerbia


National Library of Serbia
Department of Scientific
Information







Name Organisation.Address Telephone/fax/e-mail


Stoklasova Bohdana Klementinum 190
CZ-110 00  PRAGUE 1


+420 221 663 293
+420 221 663 164


bohdana.stoklasova@nkp.czCzech Republic


National Library of the Czech
Republic
Library Collections and Services


Stosiè Dusan Presernova 17
SI-2000  MARIBOR


+386 225 203 31
+386 225 243 34


dusan.stosic@izum.siSlovenia


IZUM


Talihärm Ülle Tõnismägi 2
EE-15189  TALLINN


+372 6307 590
+372 6311 200


Ulle.Taliharm@nlib.eeEstonia


National Library of Estonia
Collection Development
Department


Tkacikova Daniela
CZ-  OSTRAVA-PORUBA


Daniela.Tkacikova@vsb.czCzech Republic


VSB-Technical University of
Ostrava


Todorova Radostina Montevideo 21 str.
BG-1618  SOFIA


+359 2 811 02 96
+359 2 955 60 80
rtodorova@nbu.bgBulgaria


New Bulgarian University
Library


Tottie Thomas P.O. Box 520
SE-751 20  UPPSALA


+46 18 471 2039


thomas.tottie@ub.uu.seSweden


Uppsala University Library


Town Stephen Shrivenham
UK-SN6 8LA  SWINDON


+44 1793 785 480
+44 1793 785 555


j.s.town@cranfield.ac.ukUnited Kingdom


Cranfield University
DCMT Library


Trier Gerard van P.O. Box 90407
NL-2509 LK  THE HAGUE


+31 70 31 40 463
+31 70 31 40 651


gerard.vantrier@kb.nlNetherlands


Koninklijke Bibliotheek


Vano Marian Namestie slobody 19
SK-81223  BRATISLAVA


+4212 5296 1438


vano@cvtisr.skSlovakia


Centrum VTI SR


Varbanova-
Dencheva Kristina


119 Tzarigradsko Shousse 
BG-1784  SOFIA


+359 886 630 995
+359 2 971 80 52


refer4@cl.bas.bgBulgaria


State Institute of Library Studies
& IT
Book and Society


Vatanen Pirjo P.O. Box 35 (B)
FI-40014  UNIVERSITY OF
JYVÄSKYLÄ


+358 14 260 3373
+358 14 260 3371


pirjo.vatanen@library.jyu.fiFinland


University of Jyväaskylä Library
Administration


Väyrynen Eeva Kanslerinrinne 1
FI-33014 University of Tampere
TAMPERE


+358 3 355 160
97+358 3 355 174
38eeva.vayrynen@uta.fiFinland


Tampere University Library
Department of Humanities and
Education


Vejlsgaard Susan Det kongelige Bibliotek, PO Box
2149DK-1016  COPENHAGEN K


+45 33 936 222
+45 33 919 596


sv@kb.dkDenmark


LIBER
LIBER Secretariat


Verbina Natalia Sadovya 18
RU-191069  ST-PETERBURG


+7 812 310 70 77
+7 812 310 70 77


n.verbina@nlr.ruRussia


National Library of Russia
Interlibrary Relations
Department


Vermeulen Theo
H.J.J.M.


P.O.Box 90407
NL-2595 BE  THE HAGUE


+31 70 314 03 32
+31 70 314 06 51


Theo.Vermeulen@kb.nlNetherlands


KB
Kennisdiensten & Collecties







Name Organisation.Address Telephone/fax/e-mail


Vidigal Maria Emília Rua Laura Alves, 4 - 1º
PT-1050-138  LISBOA


+351 21 790 2000
+351 21 790 2094


evidigal@autoridadedaconcorrencia.ptPortugal


Autoridade da Concorrência
Centro de Documentação


Viragos Marta Egyetem ter 1.
HU-4032  DEBRECEN


marta@lib.unideb.huHungary


University of Debrecen
University and National Library


Weir Leslie 65 University Private
K1N 6N5  OTTAWA, ONTARIO


+1 613 562 58 80
+1 613 562 51 95
lweir@uottawa.caCanada


Canadian Association of Research
Libraries


Yaroshenko Tetiana 2 Skovoroda St.
UA-04070  KYIV 


+38 044 425 6055
+38 044 463 6783


yaroshenko@library.ukma.kiev.uaUkraine


National University of
University Library


Zaucer Matjaz Trg republike 3
SI-1000  LJUBLJANA


+386 1 4763791
+386 1 4256667


matjaz.zaucer@ctk.uni-lj.siSlovenia


Central Technological Library at
the University of Ljubljana
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LIBER Main Sponsors, Sponsors & Reviewers 
 
 
 


 


OCLC Pica 
7th Floor Tricorn House 
51-53 Hagley Road, Edgbaston, UK 
Phone: +44 121 456 4656 
Fax: +44 121 456 4680 
Ms Janet Lees, Consultant 
Email: janet_lees@oclc.org 
www.oclcpica.org 


 
LIBER Main Sponsor OCLC PICA is the European library cooperative and offers an extensive range of 
leading edge and high-tech products and services for both library professionals and library end users. 
Thousands of patrons daily use the OCLC PICA systems for automatic cataloguing, retrieval, interlibrary 
loan and conservation. Thanks to those Library Management Systems, Professional Solutions and Library 
User Services, for example over 76 million books and websites can be found efficiently. 


With its headquarters in Leiden, the Netherlands, and regional offices in Birmingham and Paris, OCLC 
PICA (www.oclcpica.org) is active in the European, Southern African and Middle Eastern markets on 
behalf of its shareholders OCLC Inc and Stichting Pica. OCLC Online Computer Library Center Inc is a 
non-profit organization and offers its services to 52,000 libraries in 95 countries and territories. 
 


 
 


ProQuest Information and Learning Ltd 
The Quorum, Barnwell Road 
Cambridge CB5 8SW, UK 
Phone: +44 (0) 1223 215 512 
Fax: +44 (0) 1223 215 514 
Sharlene Tilley, Dir. Marketing Operations 
Email: marketing@proquest.co.uk 
www.proquest.com 


 
LIBER Main Sponsor ProQuest Information and Learning collects, organises, and publishes information 
for researchers, faculty, and students in libraries and schools. Known widely for its strength in business 
and economics, general reference, humanities, social sciences, and STM content, the company develops 
premium databases comprising periodicals, newspapers, dissertations, out-of-print books, and other 
scholarly information from more than 8,500 publishers worldwide. Users access the information through 
the ProQuest(r) Web-based online information system, Chadwyck-Healey(tm) electronic and microform 
resources, UMI(r) microform and print reference products, eLibrary(r) and SIRS(r) educational resources, 
XanEdu(r) online faculty and student resources and Serials Solutions e-journal access and management 
solutions. 
 
 
 
 


 


 
BELSER WISSENSCHAFTLICHER DIENST 


Belser Wissenschaftlicher Dienst Ltd. 
Garranlahan 
Ballinlough, County Roscommon, Ireland 
Phone: +353 94 9640555 
Fax: +353  94 9640557 
Dr. Rolf D. Schmid, Director 
Email: rolf.schmid@belser.com 
www.belser.com 


 
Belser Wissenschaftlicher Dienst specializes in producing and publishing medieval manuscripts (11th–
15th Centuries), old books, pamphlets, periodicals and artworks from the 16th - early 20th Centuries on 
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microfiche and in electronic formats as ebooks. Examples of these are Edtion Corvey, Bibliothek Stein, 
Proletarische Frauenbewegung, and Edition St. Walburg with titles from the Convent Library in the 
unique Benedictine Abbey of St. Walburg, Bavaria. 
In Fine Arts the company offers paintings, drawings and descriptions of German Renaissance Artworks 
from 11 artists. Paintings of the 19th Century comprises 74 artists. 
 


 


 


Endeavor Information Systems 
1350 E. Touhy Ave., Suite 200 East 
Des Plaines, Ill., USA 
Gregor Van Essen, 
Director of International Sales 
Phone: +1 847 296 2200  
Email :essen@endinfosys.com 
www.endinfosys.com 


 
Based in Des Plaines, Illinois, a suburb of Chicago, Endeavor Information Systems Inc. has been providing 
integrated library solutions since its inception in 1994. With an executive team base that has a strong 
heritage in the library industry, Endeavor grounds product line development in knowledge, commitment 
and the embrace of new proven technologies. The first Voyager system was sold to Michigan 
Technological University and the Endeavor momentum has continued since that time. With library 
customers of all sizes and a commitment to forward-thinking product development, Endeavor Information 
Systems is poised for the future of library collection management. 
 
 


 


Euromonitor Plc. 
60-61 Britton Street 
London EC1M 5UX, UK 
Trevor Fenwick, Managing Director 
Phone: + 44 20 7251 8024 (switchboard), 
Fax: +44 020 7608 3149 
Email: info@euromonitor.com 
www.euromonitor.com 


 
Euromonitor is a world leading provider of global business intelligence and strategic market analysis. 
Since 1972, Euromonitor has been at the forefront of business information publishing, producing reference 
books, strategic market reports and award-winning online databases. On an annual basis Euromonitor 
researches countries, markets, companies and consumer lifestyles, and publishes statistics, forecasts, 
company profiles and business information sources. Research sits at the heart of the organisation, which 
has a global network of over 600 analysts, covering more than 300 industry sectors and 200 countries. 
 


 


 
Ex Libris Ltd. 
8–9 Malcha Technological Park  
Jerusalem 91481 Israel 
Tamar Sadeh 
Marketing Manager, Information Services Division 
Tel: 972 2 649 9100  
Fax: 972 2 679 8634 
Email: tamar.sadeh@exlibris.co.il 
Web: www.exlibris.co.il 
  


The Ex Libris Group is a leading worldwide developer and provider of high-performance applications for 
libraries, information centers and researchers. ALEPH, the Ex Libris integrated library solution, is installed 
at over 1250 sites in more than 50 countries. MetaLib®, the information portal for library collections, and 
SFX®, the context-sensitive link server for heterogeneous electronic resources in the scholarly information 
environment, have been purchased by more than 725 institutions in 36 countries. DigiTool, a solution for 
constructing digital collections, and the new Verde Electronic Resource Management (ERM) system, 
round out the Ex Libris§ product suite. 
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JOUVE 
11, bd de Sébastopol 
CS 70004 
75 036 Paris Cédex 01 
Phone: +33 1 44 76 54 40 
Fax: +33 1 44 76 86 39 
Brigitte Lion, Sales Manager 
Emai: blion@jouve.fr 
www.jouve.fr 


 
Crée 1903, Jouve a toujours traité l’information. Aujourd’hui, son offre globale est unique en son genre 
parce qu’elle est basée sur la connaissance des contenus. Imprimeur lorsque seul le papier existait, 
utilisateur des nouvelles techniques à leur apparition, expert des systèmes d’information depuis l’arrivée 
de l’informatique, Jouve assure aujourd’hui l’acquisition, la gestion et la diffusion des informations. En 
2003, les 1100 salariés du Groupe ont des métiers cohérents, répartis en créneaux qui concourent tous à la 
valorisation et à la diffusion de l’information. Leur objectif est de faire bénéficier les producteurs et 
diffuseurs d’informations de services performants basés sur des investissements en R&D et en matériels 
qui permettent aussi d’assurer la rentabilité et l’avenir de l’entreprise. La structure actuelle de Jouve est le 
résultat de croissances internes et externes maîtrisées. 
 
 


 
 


JSTOR 
149 Fifth Avenue, 8th Floor 
New York, NY 10010, USA 
Phone: +1.212.358.6412 
Fax: +1.212.358.6499 
Stephanie Krueger 
Ass. Director for International Library Relations 
Email: sk@jstor.org 
participation@jstor.org, support@jstor.org 
www.jstor.org 


 
JSTOR is a not-for-profit organization with a dual mission to create and maintain a trusted archive of 
important scholarly journals, and to provide access to these journals as widely as possible. JSTOR offers 
researchers the ability to retrieve high-resolution, scanned images of journal issues and pages as they were 
originally designed, printed, and illustrated. The journals archived in JSTOR span many disciplines. For 
more information about the JSTOR collections, please visit Currently Available Collections and Journals. 
Originally conceived as a project at The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, JSTOR began as an effort to ease 
the increasing problems faced by libraries seeking to provide adequate shelf space for the long runs of 
backfiles of scholarly journals. JSTOR is not a current issues database. Because of JSTOR's archival 
mission, there is a gap, typically from 1 to 5 years, between the most recently published journal issue and 
the back issues available in JSTOR (see JSTOR: The Moving Wall for more information). 
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Kungl. biblioteket 
Humlegården 
P.O. Box 5039 
SE-102 41 Stockholm, Sweden 
Dr. Gunnar Sahlin, National Librarian 
Phone: +46 8 463 4000  
Fax: +46 8 463 4004 
Email :kungl.biblioteket@kb.se 
www.kb.se 


 
 


The Royal Library (Kungl. biblioteket, abbreviated KB) is the National Library of Sweden, serving also as 
a research library, primarily in the humanities. The task of the library is to collect, describe, preserve, and 
provide effective access to all materials published in Sweden, publications pertaining to Sweden issued 
abroad, and a representative collection of foreign literature. Further tasks include the preservation and 
enlargement of the library’s collections of old and rare books and ephemeral publications, manuscripts, 
maps and pictures. The Royal Library plays a leading role in coordinating library activities among the 
Swedish research libraries. 
 
 


 BTJ Group AB 
BTJ Sweden AB 
SE-221 82 Lund, Sweden 
Sophie Persson, CEO 
Phone: +46 46 18 0000  
Fax: +46 46 18 0125 
Email: btj@btj.se 
www.btj.se 


 
BTJ Group AB consists of the four companies BTJ Sverige AB, Seelig & Co AB, BTJ Kirjastopalvelu Oy 
(Finland), and BTJ Danmark A/S. BTJ Sverige, BTJ delivers services under the trade marks 
Bibliotekstjänst, BTJ Prenumerationsservice, BTJ Förlag and Seesam. Bibliotekstjänst is the leading 
provider in Sweden of information services and bibliographic support systems to public and school 
libraries. BTJ Prenumerationsservice offers subscription services. BTJ Förlag assists in collection 
development. Seesam is the leading service provider to the Swedish bookselling market. 
 
 


 


Blackwell’s Book Services 
Beaver House 
Hythe Bridge Street 
Oxford, OX1 2ET, UK 
Phone:+44 1865 792792 
Fax:+44 1865 200285 
Email: sales@blackwell.co.uk 
www.blackwell.com 
 


Blackwell’s is a leading provider of collection development and bibliographic support systems worldwide. 
Our Book Services division serves the needs of academic and research libraries with exceptional 
flexibility, highly personal attention, leading technology – and 125 years of successful bookselling 
tradition. Our services include firm orders, out-of-print searches, standing orders, approval plans, new 
titles announcements, digital reference and e-monographs, audio visual, opening day collections, and 
special reference sales. All of our services are tailored to your specific acquisition needs. 
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EBSCO Information Services 
P.O. Box 205 
NL-1430 AE Aalsmeer, The Netherlands 
Sherry van Leemput, GM, the Netherlands office 
Tel.: +31 297 386 301 
Fax: +31 297 386 382 
Email: svleemput@ebsco.com 
www.ebsco.com 
 


EBSCO Information Services is a worldwide leader in providing information access and management 
solutions through print and electronic journal subscription services, research database development and 
production, online access to more than 100 databases and thousands of e-journals, and e-commerce book 
procurement. EBSCO has served the library and business communities for more than 60 years. EBSCO 
Information Services’ parent company, EBSCO Industries Inc., is a diversified, financially stable company 
with manufacturing and sales offices around the world. EBSCO's International Headquarters in 
Birmingham, Alabama, USA, provides support for all EBSCO operations. 
  


 


Electronic Publishing Centre 
Uppsala University Library, P.O. Box 510 
SE-751 20 Uppsala, Sweden 
Eva Müller, Director 
Phone: +46 18 471 3900 
Fax: +46 18 471 3998 
Email: epc@ub.uu.se 
http://epc.ub.uu.se 


 
The work of the Electronic Publishing Centre at Uppsala University Library focus on the development of 
technical solutions and well-functioning workflows for electronic publishing of various types of academic 
publications. The Centre aims at supporting electronic publishing in general and of Open Access in 
particular. This is achieved through the development of useful tools and services which support the 
publishing process and through the assurance of long-term preservation and dissemination of published 
documents. The Centre actively monitors the development of electronic publishing (metadata, long-term 
preservation and access to documents in the future, searching and indexing etc) and is involved in a 
number of projects, directly or indirectly related to electronic publishing. 


DiVA, the Academic Archive Online (Digitala Vetenskapliga Arkivet), is a collaborative effort of 16 
universities in Scandinavia which offers both publishing services and technical solutions for local 
repositories. The DiVA system supports workflows for both electronic publishing and printing. Through 
DiVA, fulltext documents from the participating universities are published and archived. Today the 
archive contains mainly doctoral and undergraduate theses and research reports, but DiVA also supports 
the deposit of preprints and postprints of scientific articles. Monographs and chapters can also be 
published. The DiVA system is known for its focus on practical solutions to support the longevity of 
electronic documents and to ensure long-term access. It is based on Java and XML technologies and it also 
provides various metadata services, such as harvesting via OAI-PMH and the generation of catalogue 
records for library catalogues.  
 


 
 
 


Swedish Library Association 
P.O. Box 3127 
SE-103 62 Stockholm, Sweden 
Niclas Lindberg, Secretary General 
Phone: +46 8 545 132 30 
Fax: +46 8 545 132 31 
Email: info@biblioteksforeningen.org 
www.biblioteksforeningen.org 


 
The Swedish Library Association (Svensk Biblioteksförening) is a non-profit making association with a 
mission to work towards a national library service of the highest standards. The Association has both 
libraries and private members, totaling over 3500, in the Swedish library sector.  
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The Uppsala County Administrative Board 
Länsstyrelsen 
Hamnesplanaden 3 
SE-751 86 Uppsala, Sweden 
Anders Björck, County Governor 
Phone: +46 18 19 50 00 
Fax: +46 18 19 52 01 
Email: lansstyrelsen@c.lst.se 
www.c.lst.se 


 
 


The Administrative Board (Länsstyrelsen) is governmental body working in direct and continuous contact 
with the people it serves and has a unique position in Swedish democracy. It is an important link between 
people and municipalities ion the one hand, and the government and central authorities on the other. The 
work of the Board is led by the County Governor who is the prime representative of the region. 


Covering an extremely wide range of social issues, the Board is also the most multifaceted of 
authorities. Hence the need for all types of experts: lawyers, biologists, architects, agronomists, foresters, 
engineers, educationalists, archaeologists, sociometrists, vets, sociologists and economists to mention 
some who reflect the diverse work of the regional administration. The Board has an extensive cooperation 
with the University and its Library. 
  
  


Uppsala University 
P.O. Box 256 
SE-751 05 Uppsala, Sweden 
Professor Anders Hallberg, Rector Magnificus 
Phone: +46 18 471 0000 
Fax: +46 18 471 2000 
Email: reception@uadm.uu.se 
www.uu.se 


Uppsala University is constantly evolving and recreating itself. New interdisciplinary programmes of 
study, updating of campus settings, the design of cutting-edge research, and a broad range of digital library 
services are some of the key tools in this process. However, the strong foundation required for this ongoing 
transformation is the historical diversity of the University’s nine faculties, the great modern and historic 
collections of the Library and the tradition and culture handed down through the centuries. Research is 
pursued in three Disciplinary Domains, across nine faculties: theology, law, arts, languages, social 
sciences, educational sciences, medicine, pharmacy, and science and technology.  


The University has 3,800 researchers, 500 of them professors, and 40,000 students, 2,500 on the 
graduate level. They are extensively engaged in national and international research and study 
collaboration. More than 400 doctoral degrees are awarded yearly and most of the dissertations are 
published in both digital and printed form. Uppsala has received high ranking in education research, 
quality assurance, and internationalization.  
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   The Impact of Climate Change on
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The National Trust : key facts


• Founded 1895
• 250,000 hectares and 800km coast
• 5,000 staff
• 40,000 volunteers
• 3.5 million members
• 300+ historic houses and gardens
• 150 registered museums
• Libraries in majority of houses







Impact of climate change on historic libraries


   Examples of climate change that have already occurred
include:


• the 1990s were the warmest decade since records began
• earlier onset of spring flowering
• the growing season has lengthened by about a month since


1900
• frosts have declined to almost zero in SW England







 Impact of climate change on historic libraries


   Examples of climate change that have already occurred
include (cont):


• annual summer rainfall has fallen by about 20% since the
late 19th century


• the 4 wettest winters in SW England since records began
have been in the last 10 years


• a larger proportion of winter precipitation falls as heavy
rainfall that 50 years ago


• Britain has become twice as stormy in the last 50 years







NT climate change adaptation  Storms


Petworth Hurricane
October 1987











NT climate change adaptation  Storms


Kingston Lacy storm
19 January 1990











NT climate change adaptation  Floods


Blickling basement flood
September 2001
(and again August 2004)











Blickling Hall : key facts


• Located in North Norfolk
• Tudor house belonging to Boleyn family
• Built 1622-1626
• Jacobean Long Gallery became Library


in about 1745
• Books from Sir Richard Ellys of Nocton































NT climate change adaptation  Floods


Water ingress after heavy rain:
• Blickling Long Gallery - 1990s
• Hughenden Manor - August 2004
• Coughton Court - August 2004
• Wimpole Hall - August 2004



















NT climate change adaptationClimate change impacts


• higher RH levels resulting from flooding (from rivers
and streams or from run-off after heavy rainfall)


• higher RH levels resulting from water penetration
following heavy rain


• lower RH levels in hotter, drier summers
• higher light and UV levels, more sunshine
• increases in gaseous air pollution levels
• increases in dust levels
• shift in habitat range of insect pests
• increases in numbers of pests







Reducing damage by light


• Eliminate ultraviolet (UV) radiation
• less than 75 microwatts per lumen


• Reduce illumination level
• Reduce time of exposure







































Integrated pest management


• Increase vigilance in monitoring for pests
• Traps
• Inspection for damage


• Make habitat as inhospitable as possible
• High standards of housekeeping
• Unfavourable T/RH conditions


• Use pesticides as a last resort







Pest damage



















NT climate change adaptationSummary


Long term management actions:
• Mitigate climate change by reducing


emission of green house gases
• Undertake flood prevention measures eg


‘make space for water’
• Adapt buildings to withstand impacts of


climate change eg increasing capacity of
rain water goods







NT climate change adaptationSummary


Short to medium term management actions:
• Ensure drainage in land around buildings is


maintained - culverts and ditches
• Ensure building maintenance standards are


high - resilient to wind and rain
• Ensure emergency plans are in place
• Ensure preventive conservation and


housekeeping standards are high
• Monitor and control environment and light







NT climate change adaptationFurther information


• National Trust Manual of Housekeeping,
Butterworth Heinemann, Oxford, 2006


• www.nationaltrust.org.uk
• ‘Forecast? Changeable!
• Engineering Historic Futures dissemination


workshop: Glasgow, London, September 2006





		Pest damage
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Foundations


The ‘Logic’ of JSTOR: 1995


Digitization could save libraries money if:
– Technological quality was adequate
– Process proved economical
– Users accepted digital as substitute for print
– Could be reliably archived
– Sustainable


Search and browse capabilities were 
viewed as sufficient access mechanisms







1997-06+







Environmental Changes


Usage Volume Places New Demands 


• Drives need for more robust network 
capacity and user support services 


• Creates demand for more advanced access 
features and capabilities


But archival and quality assurance demands 
remain!







Criteria for Assessing JSTOR’s Progress


• How broad and deep is the community 
participation in the project?


• What practices ensure the persistence and 
security of the archive?


• How broadly used and useful is the 
content?


• Is library participation economical and 
sustainable?







Community Participation


International Growth by Region
2000 to 2005


North 
America 
(not US)
2000: 25
2005: 107


Central/South 
America
2000: 7
2005: 77


Africa 
2000: 1
2005: 37


Europe
2000: 132
2005: 633


Eurasia 
2000: 0
2005: 46


Asia
2000: 17
2005: 363


Aust./NZ
2000: 6
2005: 53


Middle 
East
2000: 15
2005: 49


High population but very low 
participation, and 
concentrated in 2 countries







Community Participation


International Publishers


Country Publishers


UK 49


Canada 10


France 7


Germany 6


Netherlands 5


Sweden 4


Switzerland 3


Belgium, Japan 2 each


Argentina, Australia, Austria, Croatia, 
Egypt, Hungary, India, Italy, Mexico, 
Nigeria, Peru, and Poland


1 each







Community Participation


Linking is Increasingly Important


• Top Linking Partners, 2005
– RePEc
– ExLibris (SFX)
– Thompson ISI
– MathSciNet
– ABC-CLIO
– Cambridge Scientific Abstracts
– Ecological Society of America
– Serials Solutions
– EBSCO Publishing
– Google, beginning December 2005







Maintaining the Archive


As Capabilities Improve, Older Digital 
Versions Must be Retroactively Upgraded


Example: Image Compositing


• Originally, JSTOR preserved page images with 
crisp text only


• Graphs and images were rendered in less-than-
ideal black & white


• In order to display images more accurately, we 
offered a separate file of the image optimized for 
color and tone rather than text 







Black & White
Page Display


Thumbnail, Linked to Optimized 
Display (separate JPEG)







Before Image 
Compositing







After Image 
Compositing







Use & Usefulness


Keeping the Archive Useful


Example: Reference Linking


• Navigate easily from a reference in an article to a 
cited work


• Initially, "internal" reference linking within JSTOR
• Approximately 19,000 links are currently 


available 
• We will continue to add to the available links 


throughout the coming months until all citations 
in the archive have been captured







Use & Usefulness


Reference Linking


• Article Page with 
Reference Links


• Citations Page with 
Reference Links







Use & Usefulness


Language Searching


• Unicode searching recently enabled in the JSTOR 
interface


Example: Jürgen


Will find exact matches and transliterations, in 
this case “Jürgen” or “Jurgen”


• Language metadata field now searchable. 
Common ones:
– Frence
– German
– Spanish
– Arabic
– Italian







Use & Usefulness


Language Searching







Conclusions


• Community-based action has produced good 
results!


• Libraries have begun to realize some of the 
savings possible from online content, but not 
necessarily seen in serial expenditures


• Further savings are possible as publishers 
develop business models that eliminate unneeded 
print copies


• Greater user features enhance user acceptance 
and accelerate transition
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THE FRAMEWORK


European Higher Education Area (EHEA)


Bologna Process from 1999


European Association for Quality Assurance in 
Higher education (ENQA) http://www.enqa.eu/, 
http://www.enqa.eu/pubs.lasso



http://www.enqa.eu/

http://www.enqa.eu/pubs.lasso





THE FRAMEWORK


The Quality of the 


Services


Quality 


Management


The Quality


Assurance


System


FOCUS Do the library 


services work well? 


The Customers’


needs? Customer 


satisfaction? 


Do the libraries 


provide right 


services? Are 


they updated and 


cost-effective? 


Focus in the 


whole quality 


system of the 


university


METHODS User surveys


LIBQUAL


Peer review 


evaluation, Self-


assessment, 


Benchmarking


Auditing


Accreditation







EVALUATION 


Evaluation is 
a systematic determination of value  
or the comparison of objectives to the measurement 
of performance based on criteria set in the relation
a process that aims to raise development needs and 
proposals. 


The evaluation model consists of four parts:
external evaluation organisation
self-assessment
peer review with its evaluation visits
public evaluation report.







THE UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI


Founded in 1640
One of the leading 
research-intensive 
universities in Europe
11 faculties and 20 
independent institutes. 
4 300 degrees/ 400 
doctoral  degrees 
38 000 students 
The staff 7 600 / 4 700 
are researchers and 
teachers.







THE INTERNAL EVALUATION IN 1993 


Evalution process of all the 
institutes of the University
Evaluation team leaded by
the Vice-rector Mustajoki
A work for a first common 
library strategy began in 1995 
and was accepted 1998.







THE INTERNATIONAL EVALUATION IN 2000


The Panel:
Ian R.M.Mowat Edinburgh


Hans Geleijnse Tilburg


Göran Gellerstam Lund


Kyllikki Ruokonen (emerita) 


The Business School of Helsinki


Steering Group
Evaluation Officer
Planning Officer
Self-assessment, user
inquiries, panel visits
Interviews:  80 persons







THE RECOMMENDATIONS IN 2000


The most important targets for development
Clarity in defining the National Library and the 
University Library sectors
Strengthening the coordination and strategic 
management of the University’s libraries
Creating a common personnel strategy for all the 
libraries
Improving quality 
Creating centralised supporting services.


http://www.helsinki.fi/kirjastot/esittely/arviointi.htm



http://www.helsinki.fi/kirjastot/esittely/arviointi.htm





THE FOLLOW-UP EVALUATION IN 2004 


Panel members: Hans Geleijnse (Tilburg), Gunnar Sahlin
(National Library of Sweden) and Sinikka Koskiala
(Finland).
Steering group (chairman Vice-Rector Niemi)
Evalution Officer (part-time)
Self assessment of the libraries, interviews to the decision 
makers, enquiries of the deans, researchers, teachers, 
students, librarians.







THE RECOMMENDATIONS IN 2004


The goal of the evaluation was to assess the process of 
development within the library and information services at 
the University of Helsinki since the evaluation of 2000.
Main recommendations:


A further clarification of the tasks by the National 
Library for the University is needed. A service level 
agreement
Identification of the joint tasks for the libraries. The 
Director of Information and Library Services should 
coordinate the development of a joint strategy.  
Increasing of the central funding.
A sustainable staff strategy for the future is still 
required. 







THE LIBRARY INSTITUTION OF THE HU 2006


Two large entities
From the Helsinki University Library to the National 
Library of Finland
From 160 separate faculty and institute libraries to 
the University of Helsinki Libraries







LIBRARIES ON THE FOUR CAMPUSES 2006


Meilahti Campus
Faculty of Medicine


students 2 000 
staff 1 500 


HUCH 10 000


National Library of 
Health Sciences


City Centre Campus
Faculties of Theology,


Law, Arts,  
Behavioural Sciences,
and Social Sciences


students 22 000, 
staff 3 000


HUL/National Library
Undergraduate Library


five faculty libraries


ViikkiCampus
Faculties of Agriculture


and Forestry, Biosciences,
Pharmacy and 


Veterinary Medicine


students 5 300,
staff 2 500


Viikki Science Library


Kumpula Campus
Faculty of Science


students 6 000,
staff 1 000


Kumpula Science Library







HOMEWORK OF THE UNIVERSITY AFTER THE 
EVALUATION


Discussions, a plan of action
National Library development
Director of the Library
Coordination and the 
Coordination Office 2005 
Sustainable staff strategy
2006-2011
Systematic e-Library work
Systematic quality work
The reform principles of the 
reorganisation of the library
institution 2007-2010.







STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
LIBRARIES


Strong university leadership involved 
Values of high quality inside the university creates need of 
high quality for the libraries as well (best research, best 
materials, best services) 
New budget models and need to save resources
New technology, e-library opportunities
National consortias (Library technology and systems, E-
library)
Effective training of the staff, more experts, better 
salaries, new division of work
Large user education programs (IL-programs and 
projects)







THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE FACULTIES


The users are satisfied with e-
library services, local and 
student services. 
Funding of libraries will be a 
challenge in the future
The central problem with the 
faculties is how the decision-
making and financies will be
reorganised.







THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE LIBRARY 
DIRECTORS


Freedom of action and the 
independence of the 
library units.
Reorganisation of the 
library staff.
Creating a common vision 
for the future is important.







THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE LIBRARY 
COORDINATOR


A permanent coordinating
director of the libraries
Much responsibility, with little
authority to carry out changes
Organisational changes will
be needed
Cooperation with the 
university and faculty leaders, 
library directors and with
national and international  
colleagues essential!  







1992-94      1995-97         1998 -2000        2001-03          2004-06           2007-09              2010-12             


HELSINKI UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 1993-2010


University  financial and  strategic periods


New or
renovate
d
premises


1993
Internal


evaluation


2000
International 


evaluation


2004
International 


follow-up
evaluation


”Home
work”


Library
organisation


HUL,
160


library
units


Old and 
scattered
premises


1995 -
New library
Committee


2002-
Coord. 
Director


(temporary)


2005
Coord. Unit & coordinating director 
(permanent)
2006
Proposal for a new unified organisation
and joint personnel strategy, 
Quality system


1998  
Joint


strategy


2006
1) National Library,
2) University of Helsinki Libraries:
- 9 library units governed 
mostly by the faculties 
(about 30 localities)
-Library Coordination Office


2010 (a plan)
1) National Library
2) University of Helsinki Library
organisation
few local service points


1999
HUL,


2 campus 
Libraries, 


70 units


2001
HUL,


3 campus 
libraries
40 units







CONCLUSION


The Evaluation processes have served
as a primus motor for an extensive, 
multidimensional and long-lasting
development
It can safely be stated that the library 
evalutions play a vital role in the 
development of the information 
services of the University of Helsinki. 
On the other hand,  a lot homework 
remains to be done after the 
evaluations.  The process will go on.







QUESTIONS


Do we need European recommendations for the quality 
on the library sector? 


Which kind of role should LIBER have in the development 
of quality? 
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WorldCat Discovery 
– making libraries more visible
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At the heart of your information © 2006 OCLC PICA.


Today’s Issue


“People know libraries contain 
large quantities of authoritative 
information, but ease of access 
and convenience trump such 
qualities in a heartbeat”


Eric Lease Morgan : “Top Tech Trends 
for ALA 2006” – LITA blog 18 06 2006







OCLC Online Computer Library Center


Perceptions of Libraries 
and Information Resources


A report to the 
OCLC Membership







OCLC Online Computer Library Center


College Students’ Perceptions of 
Libraries and Information Resources


A report to the 
OCLC Membership







OCLC Online Computer Library CenterLibraries and Information SourcesLibraries and Information Sources


Where Electronic Information Searches Begin 
– by College Students and Total Respondents







OCLC Online Computer Library Center


First Source of Help at the Library –
by College Students and Total Respondents


Libraries and Information SourcesLibraries and Information Sources







OCLC Online Computer Library Center
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Report findings .. on students 
perceptions and habits
• College students use search engines to begin 


information search (89%) Only 2% begin an 
information search on a library web site


• College students like using search engines 93% were 
satisfied or very satisfied with the overall experience


• College students like to self serve. Many do not seek 
assistance when using library resources (54%) –
although more students sought assistance than 
respondents overall


• College students indicate a higher level of use of 
electronic resources than respondents overall







At the heart of your information © 2006 OCLC PICA.


Report findings … on Libraries 


• College students have the highest rate of library use 
and broadest use of both p and e resources


• College students use the library but they use it less 
and read less since they began to use the internet


• The most frequent use of the library by college 
students is as a place to study


• “Books” is the library brand …. There is no runner up
• Only 10% of college students indicated that their 


library’s collection fulfilled their information needs







At the heart of your information © 2006 OCLC PICA.


Report findings … on Alternatives 
to Libraries
• College students use personal knowledge and 


common sense and cross referencing other sites to 
judge if electronic information is trustworthy


• 50% of college students learn about electronic 
information sources from their teachers, 36% from a 
library web site and 33% from a librarian


• Search engines fit college students’ lifestyles better 
than physical or online libraries. The majority of 
college students see search engines as a perfect 
lifestyle fit 







At the heart of your information © 2006 OCLC PICA.


Open WorldCat – raising the library brand 
in search engines  


• 2004 pilot with Google and Yahoo now 
extended to further partners


• Partners harvest limited fields in OCLC 
WorldCat records


• Search engine displays results as “Find in a 
Library”


• Link to library holdings 
• Deep linking to OPAC and full text
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WorldCat Discovery: Benefits


• For libraries
• Visibility of library names, collections and 


services in major search engines and other 
sites on the open Web


• For Web Searchers
• Find and access library materials and services as part 


of their normal search engine workflow
• Reveals a portion of the hidden Web at point of need
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Current Partners



http://www.biblio.com/
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Start with an Internet search …
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Library 
Info
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“Permalinks”
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Open WorldCat - Search Engine 
Tracking


Search Engine History
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Referrals by Search Engine
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Links to Libraries 


• 17,000 libraries participate in OWC
• 143,961 referrals to libraries in May 06 
• 120 million referrals since project began 
• 83% users who arrive at “Find in a Library”


end up at the Library OPAC 
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(partial)
WorldCat


US libraries


How it works in OCLC environment 


Batchload
libraries


(some CURL)
Some other 


countries
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European Model – WorldCat Discovery 


GBV


WorldCat
Discovery


NCC
Logical views


WorldCat


US + libraries 


Link UK
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Model for European Union Catalogues 
• Records and holdings added 


from European Union 
Catalogues 


• Libraries continue to primarily 
focus on national union 
catalogue


• Libraries additionally become 
members of the OCLC global 
cooperative


• OCLC services such as OWC, 
Collection Analysis, FRBR, 
and resource sharing become 
available to them


WorldCat
Discovery
Platform


FRBR


Collection
Analysis


Open
WorldCat
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OCLC / OCLC PICA joint working group


• Load LinkUK and NCC databases in WorldCat 
Discovery for European pilot of OWC


• Implement ZING Update to synchronise union 
catalogue holdings


• Collaborate on use of FRBR in displays 
• Add European enhancements to OWC  –


geographic, language, “buy it”, fulfilment 
options


• Test with European libraries and users 
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Next steps ……


• Add more European union catalogues into 
WorldCat Discovery


• Extend post code mapping 
• Provide more delivery options
• Launch WorldCat.org – A WorldCat search 


box that librarians and other web site owners 
can add to their sites to connect users to 
library resources 
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What’s new in Open Access?


Alma Swan
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Open Access journals


Some myths that died:
ISI doesn’t cover OAJs
They publish rubbish ...
Payment corrupts peer review
Business models are unsustainable:


PLoS and BMC raising fees
Kaufman-Wills study
Hindawi (37 titles, many converted)


Key Perspectives Ltd







DOAJ
June 2004 – added 
article-level 
searching
653 journals 
searchable at article 
level
2296 journals in total
102K articles


Key Perspectives Ltd







The new ‘hybrid OA’ publishers


NAS (Proceedings NAS)
OUP, Springer, Blackwell  and now …
Elsevier, and even more recently …
The Royal Society


Key Perspectives Ltd







OA publishing intentions
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Derk Haank


Early 2004: 
Joined Springer as 


CEO


Introduced ‘Open 
Choice’


Key Perspectives Ltd
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Derk’s new move


August 2005:


Appointed Jan 
Velterop as 
Director of Open 
Access


Key Perspectives Ltd







Peer review


Atmospheric Chemistry & 
Physics
PLoS One


Key Perspectives Ltd







Atmospheric Chemistry & Physics


Key Perspectives Ltd







PLoS One


Key Perspectives Ltd







Finding OA content:
Indexing services


Elsevier launched Scopus
Covers 14,000 titles
Includes 532 open access journals
Scirus links off Scopus site


ISI announces Web Citation Index 
Collaboration with NEC (CiteSeer)
Publishes citation count for each article


Key Perspectives Ltd











Finding OA content: free services


Google Scholar
Microsoft Live Academic 
Search
Folksonomies, tagging, 
e.g.Connotea
Wikis and blogs


Key Perspectives Ltd
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Open Access repositories


arXiv – 15 years old: 375K records
PMC: 


recipient of PLoS and BMC articles
… and NIH articles


Google Base (Google-compliant, can use 
content unattributably, ‘Academic content’)
Internet Archive, and others


Key Perspectives Ltd







Institutionally-based repositories


700+
Half are institutional or 
departmental
Growth of 1 per day, but…
Average number of postprints 
is 297!


Key Perspectives Ltd







Author compliance
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Institutional-level mandates


QUT: introduced a mandate to self-archive 
at the beginning of 2004
Southampton University School of 
Electronics & Computer Science, Jan 2004
CERN
University of Minho, Portugal
University of Zurich


Key Perspectives Ltd







Policies and mandates


Policies:
An almost-mandate from the DFG
Exhortations and encouragements from public 
research funders in Finland, USA


Proposed mandates : public funders 
(Canada, Australia, S.Africa, Ukraine, USA and 
EU)
Real mandate from private funder (Wellcome 
Trust)
RCUK (Research Councils UK)


Key Perspectives Ltd







Council Policy Require Request Which 
version


OAJs


AHRC End 
2006


BBSRC ?
CCLRC Depends 


on 
publisher


EPSRC 2008


ESRC


?(‘should’)


Depends 
on 


publisher


Can use 
grant 


money
MRC ? Include in 


grant bid


NERC a.s.a.p.


PPARC
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Open Access pin-up for 2006


Key Perspectives Ltd


Chief Executive


Medical Research Council


United Kingdom


Professor Colin 
Blakemore, FRS







What matters?


Why should researchers provide 
OA?
Does it matter when?
What does it do for science?
What will it enable us to do?
What will it mean? 


Key Perspectives Ltd







Open Access increases citations
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% increase in citations with Open Access
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Range = 50%-200%
(Data: Stevan Harnad and co-workers)
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Other developments: impact


Lawrence  2001  (computer science)
Kurtz 2004 (astronomy)
Brody & Harnad 2004 (all disciplines)
Antelman 2005 (philosophy, politics, 
electrical & electronic engineering, 
mathematics)
Wren 2005 
Eysenbach 2006
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Science is faster, more efficient
Time taken to be cited for articles in the arXiv database
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Track citation history
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‘Atkins’ Report on 
Cyberinfrastructure (NSF)


‘Archives containing hundreds or 
thousands of terabytes of data 
will be affordable and necessary 
for archiving scientific and 
engineering information’.


Key Perspectives Ltd







‘Atkins’ Report continued…


‘The primary access to the latest 
findings in a growing number of 
fields is through the Web, then 
through classic preprints and 
conferences, and lastly through 
refereed archival papers’.


Key Perspectives Ltd







What else can be done with OA 
content?


NeuroCommons
Repository for articles and data
Appropriate licences for each
Semantic Web technology
Community focus (akin to Signaling
Gateway)
Funded by Teramode Corp


Key Perspectives Ltd
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Services built onto repositories







Why Open Access


Greater impact from scientific endeavour
More rapid and more efficient progress of 
science
Better assessment, better monitoring, 
better management of science
Novel information-creation using new and  
advanced technologies


Key Perspectives Ltd







Purdue University’s model


Key Perspectives Ltd







Thank you for listening


aswan@keyperspectives.co.uk


www.keyperspectives.co.uk
www.keyperspectives.com


Key Perspectives Ltd
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E-theses and the Nordic 
e-theses initiative 
The impact of the joint work on the role of the library


Eva Müller


Electronic Publishing Centre, Uppsala University, 
Sweden


eva.muller@ub.uu.se
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Outline


Publishing of theses and dissertation
DiVA project and the DiVA system 
DiVA consortium


Why collaborate and how?
Collaborative system development model 
Difficulties encountered and solutions found in 


the DiVA consortium
Further development of the system and new 


partnerships


Conclusions







Theses and dissertation 


Long tradition of printing and public dissemination 
of theses at Nordic universities


(At UU 1600-1855 circa 13500)


Electronic dissemination of metadata + abstracts 
and in some cases even full texts since late 
nineties (several universities – Karolinska
Institutet, Lund University, Royal Institute of 
technology, Uppsala University)
Question of an effective and cost saving workflow 
for parallel publishing and dissemination of 
research results 
2000 founding of Electronic Publishing Centre







DiVA 
Digitala Vetenskapliga Arkivet
Academic Archive Online


• DiVA project started 2000 at Uppsala University, 
Sweden


• Objectives of the DiVA Project:
– Development of technical solutions and work flows supporting full text 


publishing, storage and dissemination of university research 
– Explore ways to ensure future access, usability and understanding of 


published digital objects 


• 2006 – cooperation within 17 universities in 
Sweden(16) and Norway (1) + interest from 
governmental bodies


• Cooperation with the National Library from the 
very beginning (long term access and preservation, delivery of 
catalogue records to the national bibliography and to the union catalogue)







The DiVA System


Operational since January 2003
User friendly workflows
Solutions supporting longevity and access in 


the long term 
Open standards, XML & Java technologies


Module-based
Submission 
Administration
Presentation
Dissemination (metada, full text, print-on-demand-services)
Storage
Long-term preservation archive
Portal for participating universities http://www.diva-portal.org



http://www.diva-portal.org/





The DiVA System (cont.)


DiVA Document Format (XML schema)


Concept of reuse of metadata created by the 
author
– in production of master for printed and 


electronic publication (title page and cover)
– dissemination (a number of different 


metadata formats by transformation - catalogue 


records, OAI-PMH, RSS and other news services)


Online publication based on XML (public available 
TOC and references)


Integrated workflow for printed and electronic 
publication



http://publications.uu.se/theses/coming.xsql





The DiVA Consortium


Initiated in 2002


June 2006 - 17 universities and university 
colleges


2 countries


More than 300 000 students


More than 3000 doctoral theses yearly and 
thousands of master theses yearly







Who cooperate and why?


Open to all universities and publicly financed research 
organizations


Today mostly universities and university colleges  


- share products and technical solution developed within the 
project


- allow the exchange of experiences 


- share costs 


Win/Win situation


- sustainability (the system, skilled staff ..)


- critical mass


-open for more cooperation possibilities 







Collaborative system 
development approach


How can we accomplish our goals faster 
and more competently and at the same 
time satisfy our shared needs with the 
limited resources we have?


Can we use the resources more efficiently?


Do we have all the resources (money, staff, 
equipment) we need within the 
organization?







Some of conditions ensuring 
success


Clear terms of participation


Effective management


Good communication among participants
– helpdesk, implementing workshops, training 


services, system developers’ area, user 
group meetings, mailing lists, news services..


Understanding of the key role of 
stakeholders







Who pays and for what?


Clear terms of participation


Development costs / Operational costs 


A major principle


– all economic resources which institutions initially 
bring to the project are used for further 
development of the system and its sub-systems


– where lack of resources, the requested new 
development agreed by members will be shared 
by all participants







Difficulties and solutions


Common interest vs. local interests


Priorities and compromises 


(some examples – Digital Workflow 
Application) 


Working groups
Component based development method
Distributed development
Flexibility







Conclusions


The community’s collaborative 
development approach can be a practical 
and effective strategy


Libraries are used to collaborating 
wherever possible


Pooling resources, skills and equipment 
helps to develop high quality solutions and 
at the same time it helps minimize risks 
and guarantee sustainability
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electronic Information for Libraries
www.eifl.net


The brave new global activities of eIFL.net
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Why eIFL?


Access to information is essential for education and 
research, the economy, institutional and personal 
development
The empowerment of citizens depends on equal access 
to information worldwide
Financial, technological, legal, political barriers hinder 
this access


eIFL.net’s mission is to lower these barriers for libraries 
and their users in poor, developing and transition 
countries
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Who is eIFL.net?


eIFL.net is a not-for-profit organisation legally 
registered in the Netherlands with an office in Italy


eIFL.net members elect an Advisory Board
a global coalition of 50 national library consortia in 


transition and developing countries
a global knowledge sharing network in East and 


West, North and South
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eIFL.net member consortia in Europe


Albania Serbia
Bosnia and Herzegovina Slovakia
Bulgaria Slovenia
Croatia Ukraine
Estonia
Kosovo
Latvia
Lithuania
Macedonia
Moldova
Poland
Russia
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eIFL.net programs


1. Licensing electronic commercial content
2. Building sustainable library consortia
3. Supporting the creation of institutional 


repositories’
4. Awareness raising in Open Access
5. Building capacity in Intellectual Property
6. Assisting implementation of IT and OSS
7. Partnerships - TEMPUS, Google, SPARC
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Institutional Repositories


eIFL.net has from the beginning aimed to be a 
conduit for electronic content produced within eIFL 
countries


Assistance with the selection of IT tools and 
technical help and support to build IR


Awareness raising, training, technical workshops
Creation of an eIFL ‘sub’ network of IR specialists
Sponsored participation in international events
Knowledge sharing with input from resource 


persons from US and Europe
Promotion of DOAR, best practice, standards
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Institutional Repositories - some examples


Bulgaria
UL setting up e-prints repository 
Technical workshop for the region


Poland
9 regional digital libraries, 100 libraries deposit 


content in DR; OSS developed in Poznan
Polish Consortium of Digital Libraries
active advocacy on IR and OA
seminars on OA and IR (Cracow; and Poznan 


21-22.9.2006)
Sponsoring participants to the SPARC/LIBER conf.
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Open access


Partnership with OAI to facilitate and support 
publication of authors from eIFL countries in alternative 
and OA journals


Promotion of Open Access journals (DOAJ)
Awareness raising workshops (Ukraine, Lithuania, 


Serbia, Bulgaria, Russia) about principles and business
models


Advocacy about the importance of OA with national 
research funding bodies and policy makers


Close collaboration with SPARC
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Open access - some examples


Bulgaria
workshop on open access resources
promotion of DOAJ on consortium website


Slovenia
awareness raising in conferences and meetings,


presentations of statements (JISC)
OA Scholarly Communications workshop covering 


OA/IR issues
Poland OA eBIB Electronic Bulletin for Librarians 
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Intellectual property
Creation of a network of experts in all eIFL countries
Series of regional awareness raising and training 


workshops (support from UNESCO)
eIFL accreditation and participation in international fora 


- such as WSIS and WIPO
eIFL.net statements and advocacy on behalf of 


developing and transition countries regarding digital rights 
aimed at Fair Use for all members - for example to EU on 
scientific publishing, digital libraries, database directive....


Frankfurt Group research project re VAT on e-
resources in cooperation with LIBER


eIFL.net very active in the A2K movement
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Intellectual property - some examples


Slovenia
created National Copyright Strategy Plan
workshops on ‘digitisation and IPR’ (June ‘06), IPR 


in the digital environment (November ‘06)
Estonia: eIFL Europe workshop Tallin December 2005
Slovakia: eIFL IP person participates in WIPO meeting
Poland and Lithuania in EBLIDA meeting on copyright
Kiev regional IP workshop for non-EU countries
Latvia: going to work with MinCult Copyright ... Division
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Information technology and OSS (new)


Survey of Open Source Software for library applications
OSS advocacy program


pilot implementations
localisation of OSS tools
train a group of ‘e-riders’
awareness raising amongst eIFL members 
‘enthusing’ the development community


OSS tools for e-community building
‘from consumer to producer’
training (blog, wiki, etc)
implementation of tools on eIFL website


Negotiations for portal and journal management s/w
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Partnerships


Cooperation with Google Scholar to
link up union catalogues (Slovenia; Latvia, Lithuania, 


Bulgaria, Poland working on it)
implement Google SFX link resolver (Bulgaria, 


Latvia, Estonia, Slovakia, .....)
digitize local journals - very new initiative


Memorandum of Understanding with SPARC
TEMPUS JEP projects to modernize university libraries


Albania, Belarus, Bosnia, Macedonia, Moldova, 
Ukraine (proposal stage)


LIBER members interested in international cooperation?
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Thank you for listening
Questions?


monika.segbert@eifl.net
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The changing landscape 
of teaching and research


Graham Bulpitt
Director of Information Services















Aim


To set out the strategic context for 
developments in libraries
in order to
Inform the development of collections and 
information resources







Key issues







Challenges for universities


more students and 
more diversity
competition in higher 
education ‘market’
financial pressure
employers’
expectations
quality and 
accountability







Top concerns of Library Directors


From SCONUL survey 2004


compliance issues
developments in electronic environment
financial management, pressure on spending
reconfiguration of sector
institutional management issues
staffing 
capacity and configuration of space







The higher education funding gap


GAP
Funding


+2%
Costs
+ 4%







Additional funding from student fees


University priorities for expenditure


Bursaries and grants
Staff salaries
Investment in facilities


Student priorities for expenditure


Libraries
Campus security
….. Staff salaries 







Demand for higher education


Individuals
personal aspirations
financial benefit


Employers
demand for skilled employees
global competition


Government
skills underpin knowledge economy
50% participation target in UK







Lisbon target


Agreement made in March 2000 among the EU 
Heads of States and Governments to make the 
European Union 


‘the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-
driven economy by 2010’. 







Global competition


League tables
Provision in new 
economies
International 
recruitment patterns
Global alliances
Overseas campuses
Distance learning







Quality and accountability



















Technological developments







The Sony Reader


“Will Reader do 
for books what 
iPod did for 
music?”


Times, 4 February 2006, p 64.
Courtesy of Goodman Media               


International











Community tools


Blogs
Wikis
Discussion forums
Instant messaging
Newsfeeds







Learning and teaching







Changes in student expectations


Students behaving as 
consumers
The need to actively engage 
students in learning
The demand for flexibility in 
when and where people 
study
New generations of students 
and their use of technology 
and multimedia
The learning needs of each 
individual







A distinctive style of learning?


The focus on the learning experience of the 
student is a key feature of British education.  It 
nutures the critical and creative skills which 
underpin the UK’s most successful industries.  
Books and other information resources play a 
key role in this educational model, and this 
places libraries at the heart of the learning 
process.







A learning and teaching model







Traditional teaching model







Independent learning model







“Perhaps eventually we will face a world where 
reading and writing are almost obsolete.  If all 
facts are available to everyone, what will be the 
need to learn?”


Baroness Greenfield, 2005.







Virtual learning environments











The virtual learning environment


“ The aim is to create an electronic 
environment which replicates all the facilities 
of the real environment...
...allowing students to move seamlessly 
between the two...in a way which meets their 
own needs.”







Course information
Enrolment
Fees payment
Learning materials
Information resources
Interaction with staff
Contact with students
Assignments
Assessment
Feedback
Certification


The eCampus











“It is the view of the group - and research 
studies reinforce this - that effective 
learning takes place in a social 
environment.”


Foresight.  The Learning Process in 2020 
Task Force.  







Research







Research trends


highly competitive
differences between disciplines
evidence-based work
multi and cross disciplinary projects
eResearch
shifts in professional boundaries
links with teaching, innovation







Libraries and research


Current developments


Training programmes for researchers
Research Information Network
SCONUL Research Extra
‘Access’ funding
Collaborative storage projects
Digital legal deposit







“..by the year 2020, 40% of UK research 
monographs will be available in electronic 
form only…”


Lynne Brindley, British Library







An enhanced role for librarians


Given the increasing importance of evidence –
drawn from a range of inter-disciplinary and 
digital sources which require specialist searching 
and curation skills – it is time for the information 
professional to take their place as a full member 
of the research team.















University of Sheffield
Informatics Collaboratory of the Social Sciences







IKMZ, Brandenburg Technical University, Cottbus







Saltire Centre, 
Glasgow Caledonian University


Student Services Mall
600 seat learning café
Learning Support
Course support 
Library provision
Computing











The Idea Store


public library
computing facilities
advice  centre
adult education 
homework club
exhibition and 
performance space
café, crèche







Research agenda


What are student expectations of their 
experience at university?
How do students interact with electronic 
learning environments?
What are the changing needs of researchers 
working in libraries?
What impact will these changes have on the 
provision of information resources?







g.bulpitt@kingston.ac.uk
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UCL LIBRARY SERVICES


July 7th 2005 
and its aftermath
Liz Chapman


Deputy Director UCL Library Services
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UCL LIBRARY SERVICES


July 2005 and its aftermath


What is an emergency?
London July 2005
UCL Library Services
Service continuity
Effects on staff
Lessons learned
Review procedure and planning
Checklists for emergencies
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What is an emergency?


Disasters affect library materials
flood, fire, mould, theft ….
plans are in place


Emergencies affect people 
terrorist attacks, avian flu …
effective plans were not in place
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July 6th 2005


Text
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London July 7th, 21st, 22nd …


Thursday July 7th
4 suicide bombs – in close proximity to 13 of our sites


Thursday July 21st
Failed bombs -


Friday July 22nd


Fatal underground shooting by police
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Multi-site London Library Services


Main Library


Science Library


15 other library sites


1 outside London
8 in hospitals


C.200 staff
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Location of the 7th July bombs   (Wikipedia)
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Multi-site service issues 


Staff dispersed across London
one library in the process of moving


Variable ability to communicate
Landline telephones intermittent
Mobile phones reached capacity by 1000 on 7/7/5
Email


OK 07/07
Not good 21/07
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Service continuity


We remained open during the morning
Outside advice was mixed


Decided to close to users early
Some libraries in hospitals taking casualties stayed open
Some staff sheltered at main library awaiting transport


Remote access unaffected
Readers outside London unaware of situation


Need for senior staff for 08/07 and 22/07
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Staffing issues on July 7th
TRAVEL
Travel to work severely disrupted
Travel home was exceptionally difficult
Some unable to go home if living nearby
Some stayed in student accommodation


NOISE
Many of us heard the bus bomb


some staff were very nearby
Emergency sirens were loud all day – 7th and 21st


NEWS
We did not know what was happening
We all needed contact with our families
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Staffing issues after July 7th, 21st, 22nd


Serious disruption to travel for many weeks
final restoration of all tube lines was August 4th


Nervousness in travelling


Move of major library seriously disrupted
Welcome messages of support from outside the UK
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Review


Report and review of July 7th / 21st informed planning
Changes made to procedures and policy


Management needs
Support for staff


Checklist for emergencies







UCL LIBRARY SERVICES


Review : lessons learned


Management needs


Up to date printed staff list / daily diary
Ability to access lists, policies, keys
Daily Duty Officer appointments to be alerted
Ability to operate tannoy system
Frequent refreshers / review of procedures


Reliable outside news and advice – from colleagues?







UCL LIBRARY SERVICES


Review : support for staff


Phone card for all staff – part of induction


In case of power / communication failures:
Wind-up radios for all sites
Wind-up torches for all sites
Runners to be appointed


Revised emergency procedures on intranet
Linked to UCL emergency procedures







UCL LIBRARY SERVICES


Checklist for an emergency situation: management


Decide who is in charge – send this message to staff and institution
Provide information on how to contact person in charge
This person needs several assistants to staff phones
Their normal work is completely suspended
Contact all workgroups with / to review current situation
Do not send out unverified news
Determine safety / whereabouts of all staff
Keep staff inside buildings if that is advised
Ensure staff can contact family members
Collect and disseminate institutional information
Collect and disseminate police information







UCL LIBRARY SERVICES


Checklist for an emergency: supporting staff 


Staff must check email regularly
Organize “runners” in case communications are down


Decide when to close
Make sure information gets to library users and staff


Get up-to-date information on travel possibilities
Arrange “guides” for walkers
Record names of staff who leave 
Arrange emergency accommodation


Organize senior rota for following day







UCL LIBRARY SERVICES


Checklist for an emergency : follow-up


Timely review of procedures
Make necessary changes – incorporate best practice
Continue to review and revise procedures


Listen to staff’s continuing concerns
Check on those particularly affected
Thank staff for their support in difficult times


Recognize fatigue







UCL LIBRARY SERVICES


The Mayor of London’s 
speech to the terrorists – July 7th 2005


…even after your cowardly attack, you will see that people ... will arrive 
in London to become Londoners and to fulfil their dreams and achieve 
their potential. They choose to come to London, ... because they come 
to be free, they come to live the life they choose, they come to be able 
to be themselves. They flee you because you tell them how they 
should live. They don't want that and nothing you do, however many of 
us you kill, will stop that flight to our city where freedom is strong and 
where people can live in harmony with one another. Whatever you do, 
however many you kill, you will fail.







Our newest UCL Library opened on 
time in August 2005
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LIBER Annual General Conference


Uppsala – July 4-7, 2006


Session 1: When the world turns upside down 
July 5, 2006


Flood Prevention and Protection at the 
Bibliotheque nationale de France


by Christiane Baryla,
IFLA PAC Director
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The major risk:
a one-hundred year flood as 1910
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The major risk:
a one-hundred year flood as 1910
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The major risk:
a one-hundred year flood as 1910
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The major risk:
a one-hundred year flood as 1910
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The major risk:
a one-hundred year flood as 1910
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Zouave – Alma Bridge
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Flooding areas - 1910
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Maison Jean Vilar à Avignon
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Centre Joël Le Theule
à Sablé sur Sarthe
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Centre technique de Marne la Vallée
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Bibliothèque nationale de France
Site François-Mitterrand
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Bibliothèque nationale de France
Site François-Mitterrand


SLURRY WALL


River Seine
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Bibliothèque nationale de France
Site Richelieu
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Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal
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Bibliothèque - Musée de l’Opéra
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Using LibQUAL+ to measure, compare 
and improve library quality


J. Stephen Town
Cranfield University


LIBER Annual General Conference 
Uppsala, July 4-7







Summary


• Background to LibQUAL+
• The SCONUL Experience
• Two Case Studies


– Cranfield University
– Glasgow University







What is LibQUAL+?


• A web-based survey tool designed to 
measure Library quality


• Provides comparable data with other 
institutions to help benchmark services


• Provides detailed data to suggest a service 
improvement agenda, and longitudinal data 
to test improvement actions 







LibQUAL+ History


• ARL New Measures initiative
• Developed by Texas A&M University
• Based on SERVQUAL 
• Piloted in 2000
• Now used by over 850 libraries worldwide











LibQUAL+ in Europe


• SCONUL (UK & Ireland)
– 2003: Pilot with 20 member libraries
– 2004: 17 participants
– 2005: 17 participants
– 2006: 22 participants
– 55 different institutions over the 4 years


• European Business Schools Librarians’ Group 
– 2004: Pilot with 5 member libraries
– 2006: 12 participants in 7 European countries


• National Health Service (UK)
– 2006: Pilot with 12 member libraries







Benefits of LibQUAL+


• Managed service
– for delivery & analysis
– cost


• Web-based
• Gap analysis
• Permits benchmarking


– Peers, nationally & internationally







Time frame


• Surveys can be run for a chosen duration in:
– Session 1: January – June
– Session 2: July – December


• January / February
– Training for Session 1 Participants
– Results meeting for Session 2 Participants


• July / August
– Training for Session 2 Participants
– Results meeting for Session 1 Participants







Dimensions of
Library Service Quality


Empathy


Information
Control


Responsiveness


Symbol


Utilitarian space


Assurance


Scope of Content


Ease of Navigation


Self-Reliance


Library as Place


Library
Service
Quality


Model 3


Refuge


Affect of Service


Reliability


Convenience


Timeliness


Equipment


F. Heath, 2005







The Survey Comprises of


• 22 Core questions
• 5 Local questions (selected by the 


institution)
• 5 Information Literacy questions
• 3 General Satisfaction questions
• Demographic questions
• A free-text comments box







Sample Survey







How it works


• For the 22 “core” questions and 5 “local”
questions users rate out of 1 – 9 their:
– Minimum service level
– Desired service level
– Perceived service performance


• This gives us a “Zone of Tolerance” for each 
question, and an “Adequacy Gap”
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Comments box


• Free-Text comments box at the end of the survey
• About 40% of participants provide open-ended 


comments, and these are linked to demographics 
and quantitative data


• Users elaborate the details of their concerns
• Users feel the need to be constructive in their 


criticisms, and offer specific suggestions for action







The SCONUL Experience







LibQUAL+ Participants 2003


• University of Bath
• Cranfield University
• Royal Holloway & Bedford 


New College 
• University of Lancaster 
• University of Wales, Swansea
• University of Edinburgh
• University of Glasgow
• University of Liverpool
• University of London Library
• University of Oxford
• University College 


Northampton


• University of Wales College 
Newport


• University of Gloucestershire 
• De Montfort University 
• Leeds Metropolitan 


University
• Liverpool John Moores


University 
• Robert Gordon University
• South Bank University
• University of the West of 


England, Bristol 
• University of Wolverhampton







LibQUAL+ Participants 2004


• Brunel University
• Loughborough University 
• University of Strathclyde 
• University of York 
• Glasgow University 
• Sheffield University 
• Trinity College, Dublin 
• UMIST + University of 


Manchester
• University of Liverpool


• Anglia Polytechnic 
University 


• University of Westminster
• London South Bank 


University
• Napier University 
• Queen Margaret University 


College 
• University College 


Worcester 
• University of East London 







LibQUAL+ Participants 2005


• University of Exeter
• University of Edinburgh
• University of Dundee
• University of Bath
• University of Ulster
• University College 


Northampton
• University of Birmingham
• Roehampton University 


• University of Glasgow
• University of Surrey
• Royal Holloway UoL
• City University
• Cranfield University
• University of Luton
• Dublin Institute of 


Technology
• London South Bank 


University
• Coventry University 







LibQUAL+ Participants 2006


• Cambridge University 
• Cranfield University
• Goldsmiths College
• Institute of Education
• Institute of Technology 


Tallaght*
• Queen Mary, University of 


London
• Robert Gordon University
• St. George's University of 


London
• University of Aberdeen
• University College for the 


Creative Arts
• University of Central 


Lancashire


• University of 
Gloucestershire


• University of Leeds
• University of Leicester
• University of Liverpool
• University of the West of 


England
• University of Warwick
• University of Westminster
• London South Bank 


University
• Scottish Royal Agricultural 


College 
• University of Birmingham
• University of Glasgow







Overall Potential UK Sample to 2006


• Full variety of institutions
• 43% of institutions 
• 38% of HE students (>800,000)
• 42% of Libraries
• 48% of Library expenditure







SCONUL Overall Results 2005







Aims & purposes


• Analysis compilation
• Comparison to existing 


survey methods
• A library focused survey
• Benchmarking
• Charter Mark 


application


• Strategic planning aid
• Real data as opposed to 


lobbying
• To make adjustments 


where needed
• To test improvement
• “User satisfaction - as 


simple as that”







Process Feedback


• Straightforward
• Publicity requires the 


most effort
• Difficulty in obtaining 


email addresses
• Difficulty in obtaining 


demographic data
• Very simple to 


administer


• Results as expected
• More in-depth detail 


obtained
• More ‘discriminatory’


than other surveys
• Helped to strengthen 


Library’s case
• Comments very specific 


& helpful







Case Studies







Cranfield University at DCMT


• Cranfield’s Library services at the Defence 
College of Management & Technology


• Contract situation demanding high quality 
services


• Military and civilian education and research 
in defence, management & technology


• About 1000 students, almost all postgraduate 
and post-experience







DCMT Library Surveys


• Student perspective 
(1993)


• Exit questionnaires 
(1994-)


• Information Services 
(Priority Search 1996)


• DTC MSc & MA Students 
(1997)


• Researchers Survey 
(Web based 1998)


• SCONUL Survey Pilot 
(1999)


• SCONUL Template 
(2001)


• LibQUAL+ (2003, 2005, 
2006)







DCMT LibQUAL+ Surveys


• 2003, 2005, 2006
• Increasing responses


– 11%, 16%, 22%
– Year on year 40% up


• Increasing comments
– 83, 153, 205 (almost 60% of respondents)


• Improved performance across three years







DCMT Overall 2006







Agenda for Action 2003


• Information skills training
• Improving staff specialist skills
• Access to electronic resources
• Customer care to different users







DCMT Survey aims for 2005-06


• Test new Library building
• Test launch of the new Library Web site
• Test maintenance of other progress


– Improved capability in data analysis & presentation


• Develop a new strategy in line with changing 
academic needs







Changes over three years
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Internal Benchmarking
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National Average External Benchmarking
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Peer-to-Peer Benchmarking
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University of Glasgow


• Founded in 1451
• Large research-led institution
• About 20,000 students in 10 Faculties, and 


about 6,000 staff
• Member of the Russell Group of major UK 


research-led Universities
• Founder member of Universitas 21







Survey Participation


• Participation in LibQUAL+ 2006 will be 
Glasgow’s 4th successive year in the SCONUL 
Consortium


• 2006 – 1,535 responses
• 2005 – 1,423 responses 
• 2004 – 2,212 responses, 920 comments
• 2003 – 502 responses, 402 comments







Aims of Use of the Data


• Strategic Service Developments
– Data to support service development
– Ability to identify where not meeting expectations
– Measure if change has met need


• Budget Discussions
– Data to support bid for increased funding
– Data to support case for change in emphasis (towards e-provision)


• Marketing Position
– Status of the library within the University
– Importance of national & international benchmarking







LibQUAL+ Outcomes


• New Web Services Administrator
• Increased opening Hours


– Earlier Saturday morning opening
– Sunday morning opening
– Increased late opening hours
(From January 2006 Mon-Thurs 08:00 – 02:00)


• Now providing 222,578 seat hours per week







Library Refurbishment Programme reinstated at costs 
in excess of £8 million


From: To:







Conclusions


• LibQUAL+ is now a market leading survey 
tool for UK & Irish Academic & Research 
Libraries, and growing use in Europe


• Some significant advantages over other 
survey methods


• Additional support and data analysis is now 
available in Europe through ARL/Cranfield 
contract







LibQUAL+


If you would like to know more about LibQUAL+, or are 
considering participating as a consortium or 
independently see:


www.libqual.org


Or contact:
Selena Lock


email: s.a.lock@cranfield.ac.uk
Telephone: +44 (0) 1793 785561



http://www.libqual.org/

mailto:s.a.lock@cranfield.ac.uk
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Ligue des Bibliothèque 
Européennes de Recherche


Javier Hernández-Ros
European Commission


Uppsala, 4 July 2006


i2010: DIGITAL LIBRARIES INITIATIVE







The contextThe context
• i2010: Commission strategy for the 


Information society
– Technological change
– Flagship initiative on digital libraries


• Letter of 6 Heads of State and 
Government of 28 April 2005
– Commitment of European libraries
– Major digitisation initiatives in the US


• Ongoing activities at European level
– Co-ordination and co-funding







Communication Communication ‘‘i2010: digital librariesi2010: digital libraries’’


• A first communication structuring the 
initiative


• The vision: make Europe’s cultural and 
scientific heritage accessible to all


• Different types of material and 
organisations (archives, libraries)


• Three main strands:
– Digitisation 
– Online accessibility
– Digital preservation







DigitisationDigitisation


• Why digitise?
– Wider access and use 
– Preservation


• Cultural and economic aspects
• Fragmented efforts throughout Europe
• Challenges


– Economic, organisational, technical, legal







Intellectual property rights
• Public domain material
• Towards a 20th century black hole?


Integrated access
• Common access point
• Structured and quality description of the 


content


Online accessibilityOnline accessibility







Digital preservationDigital preservation


• Digitisation without digital preservation 
may become a wasted investment


• Relevance beyond digital libraries 
• No policies in place







Culture Council 14 November 2005Culture Council 14 November 2005


• Positive reactions by Ministers
• Decentralised model with integrated 


access
• Build on existing initiatives







Initiatives under wayInitiatives under way


• Co-ordination at European level
– Lund action-plan (updated under UK 


Presidency), NRG


• Co-funded projects with European 
scope + added-value
– Funding digitisation primarily responsibility 


of the MS







European Digital LibraryEuropean Digital Library’’s Visions Vision
• Access to Europe’s cultural and 


scientific heritage through the internet
• Add value providing integrated access 


and retrieval
• Single entry access point
• Relying on independently managed 


collections distributed across a wide 
range organizations


• Public libraries, research libraries, 
archaeological sites







European Digital LibraryEuropean Digital Library’’s Roadmaps Roadmap


• End 2006; full cooperation between all 
25 National Libraries providing access 
to their records through  the TEL (The 
European Library) infrastructure


• By 2008; multilingual access to at least 
2 million objects rising to 6 million by 
2010.


• By 2010; cooperation will include 
institutions other than national libraries







Scientific Technical Medical PublishingScientific Technical Medical Publishing
Objectives
• Enhance access 
• Foster dissemination 
• Ensure preservation
General issues
• New opportunities offered by IS technologies 
• Topic is gathering increasing  importance and 


attention
• Tensions in the market







Scientific Technical Medical PublishingScientific Technical Medical Publishing


System in transition
• New  markets, new services, new players


–New technology tools create new ways 
to add value. 
• Cross database searches, linking data to 


literature, eScience, etc


–Open Access initiatives emerging
• New business models to achieve free on-line 


accessibility. e.g. “Author pays model”
• Deposit of articles (pre-post prints) in “open 


repositories”







Scientific Technical Medical PublishingScientific Technical Medical Publishing


Issues and Challenges
• Financial


– High price of Journals 
– Fixed budgets for Libraries
– VAT 


• Organisational
– Public bodies aim to maximise ROI in terms of 


impact and usage through OA
– Role of Open Repositories emerging, but 


concerns exist regarding responsibility and 
sustainability







Scientific Technical Medical PublishingScientific Technical Medical Publishing


Issues and Challenges
• Legal


– Copyright
– Legal Deposit
– DRMs 


• Technical
– Further research on IS tools 
– Interoperability Issues & Metadata







Next stepsNext steps
• Political level


– Proposal for a recommendation on Digitisation 
and Digital Preservation (Summer 2006)


– Communication on scientific and scholarly 
information (end 2006)


– Discussions with stakeholders (on-going)
• Operational level


– Work with relevant stakeholders, cultural 
institutions, build on TEL


• Technical level
– Increased co-funding eContentplus, research 


programmes







Digital libraries:
http://europa.eu.int/information_society/


activities/digital_libraries/
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The UK Research Information 
Infrastructure: Key Issues and 


Challenges


Dr Michael Jubb


Director, Research Information Network


LIBER Conference, Uppsala


5 July 2006







The RIN and its Mission


Established in 2005 – for three years in the first 
instance


Sponsored by 
the Higher Education Funding Councils for England, Scotland, 
Wales and Northern Ireland


the eight UK Research Councils


the British Library, and the National Libraries of Scotland and 
Wales


Mission


To lead and co-ordinate new developments in the 
collaborative provision of research information 
for the benefit of researchers in the UK







RIN Structure
Executive team of four


Budget of £3m (4.5m euros) over three years 


Reporting lines
Funders’ Group  (the 15 sponsors who provide the funds)


Advisory Board of research and information professionals)


Consultative Groups of representatives of the research and 
information communities







Strategic Objectives
To develop a strategic framework for enhancing the 
UK research information infrastructure
To ensure the active engagement of the research 
community
To act as an advocate for research information 
provision in the UK and internationally
To improve the arrangements for researchers to find 
information sources relevant to their work
To enhance management and development of the 
UK collection of hard copy research resources
To ensure that the outputs researchers produce and 
need are retained and made available for use







Information Service 
Infrastructure


Key challenges in developing a distributed 
and federated information infrastructure


Context
Key Players and their Roles
Scholarly Communications
Research Data
The Changing Role of Research Libraries
Services for Researchers
Key Issues for Research Funders, Universities, 
Libraries, and Researchers







Context :I
Continuing growth in the volume and scale of research


Development of world-wide virtual research communities


Increasing integration of conceptual and technological tools 
from computer science into all areas of research
The “data deluge”


Forecasts that in the next five years e-science projects will produce more 
data than has been produced in the whole of human history up to now
Challenges of research data management, from data acquisition and data 
integration, to data treatment, provenance and persistence


The shift of publications from print to digital
Expectation of immediate access and delivery to the desktop
Developing expectation of linking of publications and underlying data







Context II: Research Grants and 
Library Expenditure
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Context III: Research Publications
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The UK Research Information 
Service Infrastructure


A highly-federated and distributed system
Like other parts of the research infrastructure, has suffered from under-
investment


Key players
National and copyright libraries, especially the British Library
Other major research libraries
Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) and its major service
providers
Data Centres such as the British Geological Survey, the European
Bioinformatics Institute, the Arts and Humanities Data Service
Publishers, with services such as Science Direct, Web of Science, 
SCOPUS  etc


Role of Funders and Policy Makers
Government Departments and Agencies
Universities and Colleges


International connectivity
Opportunities and challenges







Scholarly Communications: I


Impact of new technologies on all the key 
stages/functions in the scholarly communications 
process


doing research and producing research outputs
identifying and protecting intellectual property rights
quality assurance and the peer review of research outputs
presenting, publishing and disseminating outputs in both digital
and printed forms
providing access to quality-assured and authentic published 
outputs
assessing usage and impact
preserving and providing access to published outputs in both 
digital and printed forms, for the indefinite future


Changing roles of the key players, and resulting 
tensions between them







Scholarly Communications: II
Impact of the open access movement in its two key 
forms


Pay-to-publish journals


Development of institutional and subject-based repositories


Need for a better, shared, understanding of the 
changes in what is being done, how, and by whom


in order to maximise benefits of new technologies


to establish an evidence base for the development of public policy
costs and income flows across the whole scholarly communications process


patterns and  demographics of usage


linking of publications and underlying data


impacts of development of informal communications







Research Data
Increasing need to manage and provide access to digital data, 
as well as formal publications
Little consistency in policy and practice across major research 
funders and institutions
Need to recognise different requirements that arise in handling 
different kinds of data from different sources


experimental data; observational data; models and simulations; social 
survey data


Increasing international interest
OECD Ministerial Declaration 2004
US National Science Board Report on Long-Lived Data
Australian Accessibility Framework


Increasing need for guidelines and protocols, and for co-
ordination 







Research Libraries and their Role
Change in researchers’ expectation of information 
provision


interest less in the collections of individual libraries, more in 
the information resources and services to which they can 
provide access


Change in the range of services provided by 
libraries, with print and digital resources and 
services
Need for better understanding of the relationships 
between researcher behaviour and expectations, 
and the services that libraries can offer
What kinds of changes are required to meet 
researchers’ needs


can we sustain the necessary investment 
are libraries an essential focus for such investment? 







Research Libraries and the 
Persistence of Print


Remaining importance of print and ms, especially in 
arts, humanities and social sciences


Digitisation a powerful tool, but questions of 
integration, interoperability, and priorities


Increasing recognition of need for collaboration at 
national level in management and development of 
hard copy and microform collections


Collaborative preservation and access for low-use printed material


Collaborative management and development of collections in 
specified areas







Researchers and their Needs
Effective, intelligent and comprehensive resource 
discovery, so far as possible on a single platform


Seamless discovery and access wherever possible


Quality assurance (quality, authenticity and 
integrity)


Interoperability and seamless access to published 
and unpublished data in a wide variety of formats, 
and to the applications necessary to make use of 
them


Skilled support and training







Challenges for Libraries, 
Universities, and Funders


Need for investment and co-ordination in 
developing a distributed infrastructure that provides 
essential services for researchers across the sector


Need for a better understanding of
the impact and potential of technological developments


changes in the functions and roles of key providers of information 
services 


changes in researchers’ behaviour, perceptions and needs


In order to achieve
Clarity as to expectations, roles and responsibilities of key players


Optimal configuration of investments of key players







Some Key Principles or Goals
Ideas and knowledge derived from publicly-funded 
research should be managed and made available as 
widely, rapidly and effectively as practicable


explicit rules and codes of conduct setting out the responsibilities 
of researchers, their institutions, and providers of information
services
standards and quality assurance in creating, collecting, and 
managing data and research outputs, and selecting and making 
them available to others
access in a managed environment which maximises ease of use 
while protecting the interests of creators and others who have 
legitimate interests
clarity, efficiency and cost-effectiveness in the use of public funds
operational and financial sustainability over the (very) long term







More Information about the RIN


www.rin.ac.uk
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Open Access Theses and Dissertations 







Online
Submission


Publisher, est. 1938UMI Publishing


Division of ProQuest Company


National ETD Repository (for LOC)


Database


Digital Archive


Access


Dissemination


ProQuest Dissertations and Theses (PQDT)


UMI-Electronic Theses & Dissertations (UMI-ETD)







ProQuest Dissertation and Theses Database ProQuest Dissertation and Theses Database 
(PQDT)(PQDT)


Dissertations AbstractsDissertations Abstracts


Used by more than 3,000 libraries 
around the world
Contains over 2.3 million citations
Over 1 million titles available in full text







Open Access Open Access 
The Changing Need for Services The Changing Need for Services 


Open Access in PQDT 
• Libraries and authors have expressed a desire to be 


published in the ProQuest database open access 


• Services Around Publishing in Repositories
• Concern about material under another copyright being 


included in theses
• Desire for plagiarism detection service 
• Exposure to search engines
• Author permission agreement 
• Microfilm backup
• Online Submission Deposit Tool 







Global Open Access
• via PQDT (Dissertations Abstracts Database)
• via your Institutional Repository


Ensures that copyright issues have been resolved prior to 
circulation
Automatic delivery to your IR
Explicit OA permissions through the Author Agreement
Plagiarism Check
Open to Search Engines
Microfilm backup
Online Submission Deposit Tool 


FEE: One Time Fee of $150 (USD) 


Expanded Publishing ServicesExpanded Publishing Services







Open Access 
in PQDT / Dissertations Database


• Any internet user will have access to 
free full-text downloads via PQDT Open 
(the OA portion of the ProQuest 
Dissertations and Theses database).  







Open Access from Your Institution


• Automatically deliver the UMI-published 
version to your institution following 
editorial processing for posting in your 
repository 


• Cleared in terms of unauthorized 
copyrighted material held in appendices


• Author permission secured







Plagiarism Detection
• Comparison of:


– PQDT Dissertations (exclusive)
– Web content
– Journal articles contained in ProQuest 


databases 







Microfilm Backup
• EDTs are run through ProQuest’s “E-


beam” camera to create preservation-
quality microfilm images


• 2 copies are stored in separate climate 
and humidity-controlled vaults


• Library can purchase local microfilm 
copy







Online Deposit / Submission ToolOnline Deposit / Submission Tool
The UMI-ETD online submission tool streamlines the 
submission and administration process for students 
and university.


Custom-built and maintained by ProQuest
University-specific information loaded into the site
Linked to your university’s resources 
One gateway to everything your students need to publish their 
dissertation or thesis
and everything your staff needs to administer the process
plus tech support for both students and administrators







ItIt’’s Your Processs Your Process
Nothing can be sent to ProQuest / UMI until approved 
for submission.


The institution reviews all dissertations/theses before the titles are sent 
to ProQuest / UMI
• compliance with policies
• format requirements
• advisor and committee sign-off’s
• fee payments
• other graduation and/or submission requirements







Process for StudentsProcess for Students
1. Convert document to a .PDF file (other file types 


for multi-media are submitted as supplementary 
files).


2. Go online to the UI submission website and 
create an account. The system generates a 
password, which is sent to the student to confirm 
the email address.


3. Log in and begin the submission process:


The student receives an email confirming 
that the graduate school has received the 
submission.







Overview of Process







The Resources page 
is configurable 







The system will 
convert up to 5 files 
(per user) to PDF 







Author agreement















Authors can communicate 
needs for restrictions















The author’s  
account will not 
be charged until 
the copies have 
been shipped.







The author will receive confirmation that 
the dissertation/thesis has been submitted 
to the Graduate School







Process for AdministratorsProcess for Administrators
1. Log into the UI submission site to access submitted dissertations and 


theses.
– The initial view displays all submissions with their unique ID number, 


author, title, and status (and the administrator assigned to the document, 
if the school uses more than one person in the process).


2. Administrators can:
– View the dissertation/thesis details.
– Correct the metadata.
– Review and check off items on the checklist.
– Hold the submission indefinitely, until all requirements are checked off, or 


the submission is rejected, or if delivering to UMI in a batch.
3. When everything is complete, the administrator sends an acceptance 


message to the student.
4. Then with one click, the administrator delivers the manuscript to UMI.


– Manuscripts can be delivered incrementally as they're ready.
– Alternatively, manuscripts may be queued as ready then delivered as a 


batch.















The system will record the day, 
time, and administrator’s name 
when an item is checked off















The default application for 
opening a report is Excel







For More Information about Online SubmissionFor More Information about Online Submission


Go to http://dissertations.umi.com/ to access:
• Full Feature List
• List of Participating Schools
• Dissertation Management Help
• Administrator Guide
• Setup Questionnaire


The demonstration submission site can be found at
http://dissertations.umi.com/marin/


Austin.McLean@il.proquest.com for further information 



http://dissertations.umi.com/marin/

mailto:Austin.McLean@il.proquest.com
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Permanent Access to the 
Records of Science


The International e-Depot at the 
Koninklijke Bibliotheek, National
Library of the Netherlands


Gerard van Trier, LIBER conference, 6 July 2006







Koninklijke Bibliotheek – National Library of the Netherlands


Permanent Access to the Records of Science
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Permanent Access to the Records of Science







Koninklijke Bibliotheek – National Library of the Netherlands


Permanent Access to the Records of Science


The early years


• 1974: deposit collection for printed publications


• 1993: decision to start e-Depot 


• 1995 – 2002: experiments with AT&T and IBM, 
experimental agreements


• Dutch Publishers Association


• Elsevier Science,  Kluwer Academic Publishers, 
SDU Uitgevers


• 2002: KB becomes official digital archive for 
international STM journals







Koninklijke Bibliotheek – National Library of the Netherlands


Permanent Access to the Records of Science


Digital Information Archiving System – DIAS


• OAIS compliant, integrated with other library modules


• Functionalities


Ingest of electronic journals, e-books, CD-roms
(installables)


Preserving integrity and authenticity, standard 
formats (PDF, XML) 


Automatic validation (checksum, JHOVE, error 
handling)


Metadata conversion, batch delivery







Koninklijke Bibliotheek – National Library of the Netherlands


Permanent Access to the Records of Science


Archiving agreements


• Elsevier (2002)


• Kluwer Academic Publishers, BioMed Central (2003)


• Blackwell, Oxford University Press, Taylor & Francis 
(2004)


• Sage, Springer, Brill Academic Publishers (2005)


• General agreement Dutch Publishers Association 
(2002, updated in 2005)


• 9 million articles - annual increase 400,000 per 
annum







Koninklijke Bibliotheek – National Library of the Netherlands


Permanent Access to the Records of Science


Deposit and access conditions


• Deposit free of charge 


• Onsite access for KB visitors


• Interlibrary loan supply within the Netherland


• Remote access only if allowed by publishers


• Retrieval, access, printing, downloading  for private 
use only


• Systematic reproduction not allowed


The e-Depot is an archiving service for publishers (B2B)







Koninklijke Bibliotheek – National Library of the Netherlands


Permanent Access to the Records of Science


Benefit to libraries and users


• The e-Depot is a safe place for the records of science


• Trigger events initiate wider e-Depot access


• If a publisher stops making journals available: open 
access to all 


• In case publishers cannot meet obligations: part of 
interim service


• Safe Places Model







Koninklijke Bibliotheek – National Library of the Netherlands


Permanent Access to the Records of Science


Funding and Staff


• € 1.1 million permanent grant for system 
maintenance and staff


• € 1,4 million permanent grant for research


• 15 fte for system handling, ingesting publications, 
research and management







Koninklijke Bibliotheek – National Library of the Netherlands


Permanent Access to the Records of Science


Research & Development (1)


• R&D programme KB


• full range of available preservation techniques 
(migration, emulation)


• PLANETS – Digital Preservation Research and 
Technology (FP6)


• European national libraries and archives


• leading research institutions


• technology companies







Koninklijke Bibliotheek – National Library of the Netherlands


Permanent Access to the Records of Science







Koninklijke Bibliotheek – National Library of the Netherlands


Permanent Access to the Records of Science


Research & Development (2)


• European Task Force on Permanent Access


• European Alliance


• Virtual European Digital Information Framework


• Action Programme


• Portico, other Safe Places?







Koninklijke Bibliotheek – National Library of the Netherlands


Permanent Access to the Records of Science


Our ambitions


• Continuing R&D effort / European Alliance


• Further developing the technical and organisational 
infrastructure


• Archiving agreements with more of the major 
international scientific publishers


• TIFF files, websites, institutional repositories


• New business models







Koninklijke Bibliotheek – National Library of the Netherlands


Permanent Access to the Records of Science


Thank you for
your attention!


gerard.vantrier@kb.nl
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Preparing for the new and changing roles in 
research libraries – the need for continuing


professional development


Gitte Larsen
Royal School of Library and Information Science 


E-mail: gl@db.dk
www.db.dk/kon
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NVBF’s forårskonference i Reykjavik 7.-8. Juni 2004


Royal School of Library and Information Science
Educational programmes:


• Bachelor /Librarian – 3 years full time Undergraduate Programme in
Library and Information Science (B.Sc.)


• Master of Library and Information Science – 2 years full time (M.L.I.Sc.) (Danish and English) 
• Master of Library and Information Science (part time for LIS professionals – 3-4 years)
• PhD programme in Library and Information Science – 3 years
• Library Technicians programme 


Number of students: app. 1000


Further information: www.db.dk







NVBF’s forårskonference i Reykjavik 7.-8. Juni 2004


Royal School of Library and Information Science (RSLIS)


Dept. Of Continuing Education and Consultancy


• Conduct 200-250 training courses, workshops and seminars – annually – app. 50 %
on-demand from libraries 


• Develop 75-80 new training courses - annually
• Have more than 5000 participants - annually


Teaching staff: Academic staff from RSLIS (app. 70 full time staff) – librarians from
practice with special subject knowledge – free lance consultants


Target groups: Librarians, information specialists and library technicians in all kind of
libraries, public and private organisations, cultural institutions 
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Skills identification, performance planning…


Analysis of
future tasks  


and roles


Analysis of
future tasks  


and roles


Identification of 
existing


competencies


Identification of 
existing


competencies
Priority of new


tasks 
Priority of new


tasks 
Development


of new 
competencies


Development
of new 


competencies


Planning new skills and competencies : 
Planning horizon should be 3 years from now
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4 types of external impact factors, which influence the
development of research libraries


Governmental policies and strategies for higher education, ie.  larger
(less) educational institutions; merges of universities; globalisation; 
content and level of curricula; research areas


Demands from the ’Mother’
institution (university), 
the faculties and 
researchers
- e-publishing
- research evaluation


- budget cuts


Library policy - national plans  
for strategic developement


Legal issues: copyright,
digital rights management


Collaborative projects for 
library service development


ICT- development 
infrastructure


media development


Research 
Library
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The classical library is still important! …. but
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Downloads


Renewals


Loans


17 Danish research libraries loans, 
renewals, downloads 2000-2004


66,9% of all 
loans in 2004 
were downloads
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The Collections:


• Printed materials
• New media
• Electronic materials


Tasks:


• Collection development
- acquisition
- cataloging, classification
- metadata


• Collection management
• Collection preservation
• Weeding
• Dissemination of ”content”
• User instruction & teaching 


targeted all user groups


….. No matter the physical
form of the materials


An increasing part of the documents is 
available in electronic form


All new documents are ’born’ electronically


- ready for storing in Open archives and 
’institutional repositories’
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The Collections:


• Printed materials
• New media
• Electronic materials


Tasks:


• Collection development
- acquisition
- cataloging, classification
- metadata


• Collection management
• Collection preservation
• Weeding
• Dissemination of ”content”
• User instruction & teaching 


targeted all user groups


….. No matter the physical
form of the materials


Cataloguing / indexing: current trends


International publishers deliver books 
ready for shelving and provide the 
bibliographic records


New models for changing the concepts of 
the library catalogues are discussed 


RFID ”chip technology”


All library materials will in few years
have an intelligent chip


Preservation (and migration) of 
electronic and digitised collections is 
a new challenge


Future impact of projects such as 
the Google Library project?
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The Collections:
Printed materials


• New media
• Electronic materials


Tasks:
- Collection development
- acquisition
- cataloging, classification
- metadata
- Collection management


- Collection preservation
- Weeding


--------------------------------------
• Dissemination of ”content”
• User instruction & teaching 


targeted all user groups


….. No matter the physical
form of the materials


Far less staff needed
in
- technical departements
- lending departments


Much more staff resources needed
for


- design of new services and products
- disseminiation and marketing of new   
library services  


- user instruction and advice


- teaching information literacy


A problem or a challenge during the 
next years ?


Are your staff prepared for the new 
tasks and roles?
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Current trend: staff are moving from front 
desk functions to back stage


How do we communicate with the users?


How do we tell them the difference between 
Google and the library staff?
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The Physical Library - a Study Place
- wireless connections for own labtop


The challenges of 
serving the remote 
user:


Who are they?


What are they 
expecting from 
the library?


What kind of 
electronic 
collections would 
they prefer?


How do we 
measure if they 
are satisfied?


If they don’t 
borrow materials 
or visit us in 
person, how do we 
measure the 
outcome of the
use instead of 
output?
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Serving the web-user / the remote visitor (I)
skills are needed for: 


Evaluation user needs and services, such as:


User needs  and user satisfaction analysis


Usability tests and qualitative assessments


Implementation impact issues


Audience profiling
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Serving the web-user / the remote visitor (II)
new skills are needed for:


Marketing of products and services
Communication


Electronic communication - writing to the Internet 
How do we create a interactive dialogue with the web-user (chat?)
How do we contact the user? (by SMS, e-mail, by blogs?)


Marketing
Electronic marketing – direct marketing 
How do we promote the expertise and competencies
of the local staff? 


Branding
Creating brands and visible profiles of our services in the virtual 
environment?







Knowledge, skills and attitudes – recruitment profile
- expressed by directors of Danish Research Libraries 2005 and compiled by Gitte Larsen


KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS
in:
ICT (Information and 
Communication Technology) 
Information retrieval
Information economy 
Relevant subject knowledge
Pedagogical theories and metods
Project management
Statistics
Markering
Legal aspects/ contract 
negotiation
Test- and measure methods


ATTITUDES
Being able to /willing to


Knowledge sharing          
Cooperation 


Work in teams          
Conflict handling
Sence of humor


PERSONAL SKILLS
Communication


Engagement
Prepared for changes


Personal planning
Personlig managemnt


Ability to learn
Stress management


Pedagogical skils







Competencies: knowledge – skills –attitudes
expressed by 53 US library directors


source: Expectations of Librarians in the 21st Century. Edited by Karl Bridges. 
Greenwood, 2003.


KNOWLEDGE


- A solid, broad education
- Knowledge of technology
-”Ability to tell the difference


between new technology and 
neccessary technology”


- Professional knowlede and 
a broad understanding of the
world’s knowledge


-- intellectually engaged


ATTITUDES  
Intellectual curiosity


Risk taking
Sense of humor


Optimism & Entusiasm
Flexibility


Confidence
Empathy
Patience


Assertiveness
Tolerance for change


SKILLS
Customer service skills


Teaching skills
Creativity


Ability to market lib.services
Ability to be a team player


Interpersonal ability
Drive to learn 


Communication skills
Ability to think conceptually
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Professional generic skills
CILIP (Chartered Institute for Library and Information Professionals), UK –


research 2002


Project management:
- management of people
- research skills
- bids and proposals


Critical thinking:
- analysys; problem solving


Leadership
- generic mangement; comunication skills; 
strategic management; people skills: 
financial skills
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Interaction between skills and behaviour
- a general model


Theoretical
Knowledge


Personality
Behaviour


Attitudes


Practical
skills
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External activities for continuing professional 
development – some suggestions 


Participation in projects across institutions/ across sectors
Participation in professional networks /interest groups
Participation in formal continuing education programmes
Participation in external training courses (incl. distance education)
Participation in conferences and seminars
Study visits
Job exchange
Preparing a talk for professional meetings
Writing papers for publication
Preparing and teaching a course for library professionals
Establishment of new formal partnerships 
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In-house activities for continuing professional 
development – some suggestions 


In-house training / instruction by colleagues
Knowledge exchange with colleagues
Action learning / ”learning by doing”
Job rotation
Reading professional literature
Testing new products / services
Mentoring programmes
Supervision - coaching 
Benchmarking
Trial and errors
Good management
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Resources needed??


10% of staff’s workinghours as a minimum
for training and professional development


plus


25-30 % of the global budget as a minimum for 
development of new services
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The seven circles of innovation – An innovation Management Model, 2005
12 Danish Libraries participated in a pilottest, Spring 2006


Test and 
prototyping


Implementation
plan


Implementation


Evaluation
and planning


Idea
generation


Innovation 
frames


Learning
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Successfull innovation – some challenges
from the staff’s point of view


source: Det innovative bibliotek: en strategisk partner i svaret på globaliseringens udfordringer. 
Mandag Morgen og Bibliotkesstyrelsen, juni 2006


Project work – lack of clear structure and systematic approach
Other staff members not being involved in projects 


Usage of professional knowledge and skills in a new context


Marketing of innovative products


A project is loosing interest in the organisation after 
implementation – lack of follow-up initiatives











Thanks for your attention!


Contact Gitte Larsen
gl@db.dk


www.db.dk/kon
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